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The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing and Information Systems (RICIS) in 1986 to encourage the NASA
Johnson Space Center (JSC) and local industry to actively support research
in the computing and information sciences. As part of this endeavor, UHCL
proposed a partnership with JSC to Jointly define and manage an Integrated
program of research In advanced data processing technology needed fordSC's
main missions, including administrative, engineering and science responsi-
bilities, dSC agreed and entered into a continuing cooperative agreement
with Ul ICL beginning tn May 1986, to jointly plan and execute such research
through RtCtS. Additionally, under Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16,
compul_Ing and educational facilities are shared by the two institutions to
conduct the research.
The UHCL/RICIS mission ls to conduct, coordinate, and dissemirmte research
and professional level education In computing and information systems to
serve the needs of the government, industry, community and academia.
RICIS combines resources of UHCLand its gateway affiliates to research and
develop materials, prototypes and publications on topics of mutual Interest
to its sponsors and researchers. Within UHCL, the mission Is being
Implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of faculty and students
from each of the four schools: Business and Public Administration, Educa-
Lion, Human Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.
RICIS also collaborates with industry In a companion program. This program
is focused on serving the research and advanced development needs of
Industry.
Moreover, UHCL established relationships with other universities and re-
search organizations, having common research interests, to provide addi-
tional sources ofexpertise to conduct needed research. For example, UHCL
has entered Into a special partnership with Texas A&M University to help
oversee RICIS research and education programs, while other research
organizations are involved via the "gateway" concept.
A major role of RICIS then ls to find the best match of sponsors, researchers
and research objectives to advance knowledge tn the computing and Informa-
tion sciences. RICIS, working Jointly with its sponsors, advises on research
needs, recommends principals for conducting the research, provides tech-
nteaJ and administrative support to coordinate the research and Integrates
technical results Into the goals ofUIlCL, NASA/JSC and Industry.
RICIS Preface
This research was conducted under auspices of the Research Institute for
Computing and Information Systems by Dr. John B. Cheatham Jr., Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, Rice University. Dr. Terry Feagin served as RICIS research
coordinator.
Funding was provided by the Information Systems Divvctorate, Information
Technology Division, NASA/JSC through Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16 between
the NASA Johnson Space Center and the University of Houston-Clear Lake. The
NASA technical monitor for this research activity was Dr. Timothy F. Cleghorn of the
Information Technology Division, NASA/JSC.
The views and conclusions contained in this report are those of the authors and
should not be interpreted as representative of the official policies, either express or
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Executive Summary
Objectives: The objectives of this project are to develop a system for
displaying computer graphics images of space objects and to demonstrate
the use of this system as a testbed for evaluating vision systems for
space applications.
Overview: In order to evaluate vision systems, it is desirable to be able
to control all factors involved in creating the images used for processing
by the vision system. Considerable time and expense is involved in
building accurate physical models of space objects. Also, precise
location of the model relative to the viewer and accurate location of the
light source require additional effort. Although the motion of a small
satellite model can be controlled by a robotic manipulator, such as a
PUMA, this task requires additional equipment and time. On the other
hand, the position and motion of a computer graphics generated model can
be controlled accurately with precise light location.
As part of this project, graphics models of space objects such as the
Solarmax satellite are created such that the user can control the light
direction and the relative position OF the object and the viewer. The
work is also aimed at providing control of hue, shading, noise and shadows
for use in demonstrating and testing imaging processing techniques. The
simulated camera data can provide XYZ coordinates, pitch, yaw and roll for
the models. A physical model is also being used to provide comparison of
camera images with the graphics images.
INTRODUCTION
A robotics software simulation testbed is being developed by NASA
Johnson Space Center to identify the enabling automation and robotics
technologies for space operations into the next century. The project
described in this report is aimed at evaluating vision systems for space
applications and providing assistance in the overall effort to develop the
robotics simulation software testbed. The three complimentary efforts
involved in this project are graphics modeling, physical modeling, and
vision system evaluation. Research results for each of these efforts is
described below.
Initial work on the graphics modeling was done using APL GRAPHPAK
software. This permitted rapid conversion of the dataset for a graphics
model of the Solarmax Satellite to be _rawn Using a dataset 6brained from
Johnson Space Center. A FORTRAN program was written to permit conversion
of the dataset for use with a Sun workstation working with a network file
server with the mechanical engineering department Celerity C1200
computer. Once data had been translated over in a form suitable for use
with the Sun Ill workstation, the testbed was developed in a form
containing menus that permit the user interactive control of the graphics
modeling. Results using a simple physical model are compared with those
obtained with the graphics model and both of these models are utilized in
the evaluation of a computer vision system. The 3M VDL vision system is
described and examples of its application in image processing are given.
GRAPHICS MODELING USING APL GRAPHPAK
One of the objectives of this research is to create a computer
graphics testbed for simulating images of a slowly spinning satellite as
viewed by an autonomous robot vehicle vision system. In this work it is
necessary to control the relative location and attitude of a satellite
with respect to the observer.
In the preliminary work on this project APL was used to generate
images of the Solarmax satellite. A brief discussion of image generation
using APL is presented and results are given for several example positions
of the satellite relative to the viewer. Computer programs, data and
additional output images are collected in the Appendices.
Image Generation Usin_ APL
Images were produced for different orientations of a satellite with
hidden line removal. Rotation of the reference frame involves matrix
manipulation that APL can handle concisely and powerfully.
The two features of APL that are extremely useful are:
1) the use of arrays to store all kinds of data
2) the use of a large number of mathematical functions (each coded
as a single symbol) to manipulate arrays.
One main advantage of this approach is the great number of operations
that can be performed with very short programs. A second advantage is the
fact that most of the operations are very similar to those seen in
mathematics. Unfortunately, to be able to use the language, the user must
learn:
1) the meaning of quite a few special symbols;
2) ways to organize data into array format.
GRAPHPAK is an APL workspace containing predefined functions that
produce drawings on graphics devices. GRAPHPAK provides us with the
ability to draw and transform projections of 3-dimensional objects.
A data set was prepared for the Solarmax satellite and programs or
functions were written for hidden-line removal to handle data transmission
between TSO and APL environments. These functions and data sets are given
in the Appendices.
Three-dimensional objects are represented by a 4 column array, the
last three are the x, y and z coordinates of a point and the first column
contains either a zero or one. APL uses the line method to draw, so a 0
means "move", and a I means "draw". The coordinates used are screen
coordinates, with positive-x to the right, positive-y up, and positive-z
out of the screen.
The original data set "solarmax.vec" listed in the Appendix was
modified to permit hidden-line removal. For convenience, we separated the
data set into seven groups, which are ANT, BASE, BODY, HOLE, JET, SPAN and
TORSO. Also the vertices for each surface must appear in a counter
clockwise order looking toward the surface. Function "pickup" can create
the required data from raw data by specifying the surface number only (see
Appendix).
Finally, we combined all the subpart data, already processed by the
function "pickup", into one big data set "solart". The data set "rowse"
is created by the starting and ending vertex number of every surface.
Both data sets are fed into function "hidden".
APL does not have an edit function. When editing the data set, we
can transmit the APL data out to TSO mode, edit those data by the TSO
editor and then transmit back to APL mode. The functions "IN" and "OUT",
listed in Appendix C, can help us to transmit data back and forth.
It is not easy to identify the 3-D vertices of every surface on a 2-D
screen. The function "analyze" draws the picture step by step to permit
one to determine the coordinates of any vertex in the picture.
Hidden-Line Removal
A surface is defined by at least three vertices. The identification
of vertex 1 is arbitrary, but it is important that the numbering of the
remaining vertices of the surface continue in a counterclockwise
direction, as viewed from outside the object, facing the surface. We then
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identif_ vector u, directed from vertex number I to vertex number 2, and
vector v,+ di_ect+ed from vertex number 1 to vertex number 3. The cross
product, n = u x v, will be normal to the face of the object and will be
directed outward.
÷
With each surface of an object we also associate a second vector w,
a line-of-sight vector. This is the vector directed from vertex number 1
of the surface to the viewpoint _the location of the eye of the viewer).
The dot produc: of sectors w and n has the property
where e is the angle between w and _. For a_visible surface, the angle
between _ and _ is between 0° and _00, an_ w; A is positive. For a
hidden surface,÷ the angle between w and n Is between 90° and 180 °,
and w • n is negative.
Function "visible" listed in the Appendix is the visibility filter.
Those surfaces which face the viewer will pass through the filter,
eventually to be plotted. Those surfaces which do not face the viewer
will be rejected.
The method described above permits drawing of the visible portions of
a single convex object. If we try to draw the visible portions of several
objects, it will be necessary to identify those portions which are hidden
by a closer object. We could consider that the hidden portions of an
object have been filled, but were covered by the filling of a closer
object.
The major part of blackout is to determine the drawing sequence of
every visible surface of the whole sate|lite consisting of seven
subparts. The function "hidden" listed in the Appendix plots every
visible surface in the order of the magnitude of distance between the
surface and the viewpoint.
Graphics Models of Solarmax
The seven component parts for the Solarmax satellite have been drawn
with top, front and side views using the APL threeviews function as shown
in Appendix A. These were plotted on a monochrome Tektronic graphics
termina| (TEK4010). A plot of the entire Solarmax satellite using the
threeview function on the data set SOLART is shown in Fig. I. The x, y, z
axes for the satellite are drawn on this figure as well as the rotations
required to show the top and front views. These rotation values are
angles in degrees for rotations about the x, y and z axes.
The graphical displays for the satellite with hidden-line removal
have been drawn using a TEK4105 color graphics terminal. An example of
the results using this procedure are shown in Fig. 2. The allocated data


























Bx By ez hidden solart
where e , By and e are the rotational angles in degrees about the x, y
and z ax)<es. It c_n be seen from these results that it is possible to
control the relative attitude of the satellite with respect to the viewer.
Simulation Model
We now advance to simulate a slowly spinning satellite as viewed by
an autonomous robot vehicle vision system. Because a perspective
projection is needed for this simulation, the function "visible" is
changed and listed in the Appendix.
Two different types of simulated vision systems are studied. One of
them has the camera view fixed as it moves toward the object along a
certain desired path. We call this type the "fixed vision system" which
is easily modeled by experiment. Another one, called the "tracking vision
system", has the camera view adjusted automatically to focus on the object
no matter what the path is. We study these two different vision systems
in the following.
Fixed Vision S_stem
In this model, the robot approaches the satellite and follows the
path which is drawn as threeviews. This_figure, containing an extra
oblique projection, is generated by the new function "threeviews" which is
modified from the original one and listed in the Appendix. Firstly, we
create the data set TRACE, listed in the Appendix, which contains the
attitude data from the columns I to 3 and 3-D path data from columns 4 to
6. A function MOTION, listed in the Appendix, reads the data from TRACE
and generates the images one by one. The results are plotted on one
picture to show the changes of attitude and size of satellite when the
camera approaches the spinning satellite (see Fig. 3).
Tracking Vision Sjlstem
In the tracking vision model, the robot camera always focuses on the
satellite and is adjusted whenever the path is changed. The path data set
HELIX, listed in the Appendix, contains the spin angle B in degrees in
column 1, and Y and Z positions in columns 2 and 3. YThe helix path
projection on the X-Z plane is governed by the following formula in polar
coordinates
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y = - _ By + 60
where e is the spin angle (degree) about the Y axis and y is the distance
betweenYthe camera and the satellite.
A new function ROBOT, listed in the Appendix, reads the data from





















Fig. 5: Satellite at y = 0
z = 60
ey = 0°
Preliminary computer graphics images of the Solarmax satellite as
described above were generated using APL on the Rice University AS9000
mainframe computer and TEK4010 and TEK4105 graphics terminals. The next
step of the process of developing the computer graphics modeling involved
transferring these data to the SUN-Ill workstation.
GRAPHICS MODELING ON THE SUN WORKSTATION
A complete graphics model of the Solarmax satellite has been
generated on the SUN-Ill workstation. The mode] can be manipulated to
show arbitrary views and different shading effects. The SUN-Ill
workstation supports a SunCore package which implements the ACM SIGGRAPH
core system that conforms to level 3C (dynamic output with 3D scaling,
rotation and translation) of the core specification for output primitives,
and to level 2 (complete input) for input primitives.
Data Generation
The satellite data were transferred from the IBM 370 to the
Mechanical Engineering Celerity C1200 computer. These data originally
were bulky and complicated, since some vertex coordinates which were
repeated several times were easily implemented in the APL graphics
system. To reduce the size of data, a FORTRAN code (Appendix), "trans.f",
was implemented to accomplish this job. There are two input files needed
"s.s" Another isfor this code. One is a vertex coordinates data file,
a file "s.n" containing the index of each vertex for each plane. After
running the program, the output file solar.s is generated in a concise
form which covers every vertex only once. Based on the data, a program
"shad" has again been implemented successfully for displaying graphic
models with choice of different shading. The data of the solar plate is
entered once as a no-thickness plane, not a solid object. But in an APL
system, we enter the data twice to simulate two opposite faces. However,
the "shad" program does work for a no-thickness panel very well.
Description of Program
The C program on the SUN workstation is described in this section.
The input data sets are allocated as follows:
no. of vertices no. of surfaces
W x Wx W , W. w z W. = window coordinates
x y z: _ord_nates of_each vertex
no. of vertices in each surface every vertex index on each surface
The C program "shad.c" originally written for demonstration purposes
by Sun Microsystems, has been modified to provide the following menu
driven screens:
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4) Phong diffuse [default]
5) Phong specular







Enter your choice (1-5)
Screen 3: Enter the desired display option
1) Still frame
2) Rotate the viewer [default]
3) Rotate the object
4) Rotate the light source
5) Quit
Enter your choice (1-5)
Note: "rotate" means rotation about vertical y axis.
Screen 4: Enter the light source position [default: 0.0, 0.0, -1.0]
y_
Z z




Screen 5: Enter noise level
1) White noise
2) Coherent noise
3) No noise [default]
Enter your choice (1-3)
Note: "The light source position" specifies the direction of the light
source from the object. The direction is expressed in NDC
(normalized device coordinates).
This system permits the viewer to control the shading, color, motion,
light source position and viewer position.
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Artificial noise can also be introduced. Gaussian white noise or
coherent noise can be generated and superimposed on the graphics
picture. This operation permits the simulation of a picture transmitted
via a noisy channel.
Wireframe displays of the Solarmax satellite model and a hexagonal or
hex model are shown in Fig. 6 and the corresponding gray shading models
are shown in Fig. 7. The hex model is used to illustrate application of
the graphics model to evaluation of a commercial vision system.
PHYSICAL MODELING
A 6" x 12" (base x height) hexagonal box was assembled to simulate
the body of the Solarmax satellite. This model is supported by a thin rod
that is attached to the PUMA 560 Robot. The model can be moved by the
robot arm to simulate the navigation of a satellite in space.
A communication channel between the PUMA 560 controller and the IBM-
PC XT was established and a BASIC program that transfers 6 real numbers
(dx, dy, dz, pitch, yaw, and roll) to the PUMA from the PC was implemented
and tested successfully. A VAL II program was written which receives the
six numbers transferred from the PC and moves the PUI_A manipulator arm to
the corresponding position. This system permits control of position and
orientation of the model. Considerable time and expense is involved in
building accurate physical models of space objects and precise location of
the camera and light source require additional effort. On the other hand,
the position and motion of the computer grahics model can be controlled
accurately with precise light location.
Pictures of the hex model in a room with a single bright light source
are similar to those produced by the graphics system. Results of the
image processing procedures are comparable for either the physical or
graphics models.
COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM
A 3M VDL (vision development language) vision system is used in the
work described in this report. This system is a high-speed vision
development workstation with a digitizer that provides a resolution of 512
x 512 x 8. This system provides a wide variety of vision algorithms for
picture acquisition including filtering, feature enhancement, image
segmentation and feature extraction, statistical data manipulation, and
object data base matching. These algorithms are encoded into macro forms
(also called primitives) that can be used as building blocks in a high-
level language program designed for a specific vision application. These
macros can be used interactively, in a command interpreter called VDL-




Figure 6: Graphics Wireframe Models
(a) Solarmax Satellite, (b) Hex Cylinder
a b
Figure 7: Computer Graphics Gray Shading Models
(a) Solarmax Satellite, (b) Hex Cylinder
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Vision Primitives
The upgraded VDL software provides 151 image processing primitives in
the areas of control, image I/O, transformation, convolution, graphics,
color, dilation/erosion, segmentation, statistics, image arithmetic,
threshold, edge detection, transition detection, and neighborhood
transformations. All these primitives are implemented such that the
images are processed in the spatial domain. These spatial domain
implementations have the advantage of fast processing time. Indeed, most
of the primitives take only a few seconds of processing time.
Those primitives applicable to the space applications, such as
location determinations and object recognition, are especially of
interest. They were studied extensively and are discussed below.
Edge Detection
Ten VDL primitives are available for finding edges in a binary or
gray image. Nine primitives, (BIN(), KIR(), ROB(), SOB(), LGR(), HGR(),
VGR(), VDX(), and VDY()), employ the information of the first order
gradient. The existence of an edge is asserted if the gradient exceeds a
given threshold value. Five of the first order edge detectors are two
dimensiona] and four are one dimensional. One 2-D second order gradient
edge detector, GCR(), finds edges by means of zero-crossing. The
processing time is about 5 seconds for an image oF size 256 x 256. It can
be reduced proportionally by reducing the work window size.
Dilation/Erosion
Dilation and erosion commands (DIL(), ERO(), etc.) are available for
both binary and gray images. The maximum number of pixel neighbors that
are used in the dilation/erosion procedure is limited to 8 pixels.
Noise Removal
Two commands are implemented for the purpose of relieving noise by
averaging the pixel values. The AVN() command averages the pixel values
in the neighborhood of 8 pixels. The GAU() primitive performs a weighted
averaging process.
Statistics and Transition Detection
Several statistics commands and transition detectors are very useful
in determining the position information of an object. The CEN() command
returns the center of gravity of a binary image. The MXX() command finds
the right most edge of a gray object. The LXX() command detects the right
edge along a line, etc. By using the combination of these primitives,
position and orientation of simple geometries can be easily determined.
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Pro_rammin_ Structure
The VDL software provides a very limited programming structure. To
extend the flexibility of the use of the system, a C compiler was added to
the system. The VDL software provides a C command subroutine library.
With the command library, all 151 vision primitives can be called from a C
program. Several C programs, (Appendix), were implemented to examine the
performance of the primitives under the C language. The only difference
observed is that the processing time is slightly increased.
One C program 'ft.c' was implemented to compute the 2-D Fourier
Transformation of an image of size 64 x 64. The image is read from the
frame buffer 1 and the results are stored in two data files. The
execution time for this program takes about 20 minutes. This implies that
if frequency domain processing is required by using this system, a long
processing time must be taken into consideration.
Image Processin_
Application of the vision system to image processing of the hex model
is described in this section. Terminology used is defined in a glossary
at the end of the report. A digitized picture after use of the Sobel edge
detector is shown in Fig. 8. The noise in this picture can be eliminated
by additional image processing. :_;_! _ i
A histogram for the digitized image is plotted in Fig. ga. This
chart displays the number of pixels (picture elements) at each gray level
from -123 for black to 127 for white. There should be five ciusters of
gray levels for the four sides of the hex and the backgroun, however,
there is considerable overlapping of the brightness intensities of the two
sides on the white end of the chart. The dark background can be seen as a
sharp spike at the left side of the chart representing the darkest
pixels. This histogram was segmented interactively by mapping ranges of
gray values corresponding to each of the faces and the background into
single gray level values using a partial threshold command. Results are
shown by the segmented histogram of Fig. 9b.
The following procedure can be used to display the top surface as
white and all of the other surfaces and the background as black, the
partial threshold command PTH(start-value, end-value, replace-value) maps
all pixels with gray levels between start and end values into a single
gray levels having replace-vaiue. Thus PTH(-i28, 'go, -128) maps all
values below -90 into black (-128) and PTH(-60, 127, -128) maps the range
from -60 to 127 to black. Then PTH(-90, -60, 127) maps the top surface
into white (127). ADD() combines the white top surface with the image in
the second frame buffer. When the image of Figure 8 is in the second
frame buffer one obtains the result shown in Figure I0. Each of the faces
can be isolated in this manner.
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Figure 8: Hex Model - Output of Sobel Edge Detector
Figure 9:
a b
(a) Histogram of Hex Model Image,
(b) Histogram after Segmentation
Figure 10 Display of Top Surface as White after
Using Partial Threshold Command
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By adding all of the surfaces using the segmentedhistogram of fig.
6b one obtains the image shown in Fig. 11a. Here each of the surfaces
contains only a single gray level. Now using the Sobel edge detector on
this final image one obtains the wireframe model shown in Fig. 11b. The
final result of the image processing procedure is to produce a clean,
noise-free model and a wireframe model that is essentially identical to
the graphics wireframe model used in the construction of the image. Such
a wireframe model can be used by vision algorithms to identify objects
from a library of properties of objects stored in computer memory. This
exercise illustrates applications of computer graphics modeling to an
image processing procedure that utilized several of the macros provided by
the vision system.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
Computer graphics modeling has been performed using both the APL
GRAPHPAK and a C program written for the SUN workstation. These models
permit user control of model location and orientation, light location,
viewer position, surface shading parameters, color and introduction of
artificial noise onto the image. A physical model was constructed and
image processing techniques were applied to both the graphics and physical
models. It has been found that the graphics models compare favorably with
the physical model and offer the advantages of being less expensive and
easier to provide control of the important parameters, such as light
source and viewer positions.
Preliminary evaluations of the 3M VDL vision development language
system indicated that serious image processing could not be accomplished
well without the addition of a C compiler. This has been done and
examples of applications of the vision system to both the graphically
generated models and the physical model have been presented.
GLOSSARY
DIGITIZATION: the process by which analog image signals are converted
into intensity values and are assigned to pixels of the digitized image.
PIXEL: short for "PI(X)cture ELement." The smallest resolvable area in
an image; an individual photosite on a solid state camera.
RESOLUTION: the measure of a system's ability to represent images; the
number of bits of accuracy or number of gray levels that can be
represented in a pixel. Also, the number of pixel columns and rows in an
image raster.
DIGITIZER (FRAME GRABBER): a frame grabber; the device that samples
analog video input data, converts them to digital values and stores them
in computer memory.
FRAME BUFFER: computer memory specially designed to hold image data and
allow for simultaneous video display.
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a b
Figure 11: (a) HexModel Imageafter Segmentation
(b) Output of Sobel EdgeDetector
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INTENSITY: the degree of brightness of a pixel, determined by the value
stored at the pixel's address in memory.
GRAYLEVEL (GRAY SCALE): the intensity of brightness, stored as a
discrete value in each pixel.
HISTOGRAM:
an image.
a chart showing the frequency of occurence of gray levels in
THRESHOLD: a point at which a pass-fail decision is made. More
specifically, the intensity value below which a pixel is forced to black,
and equal to or above which a pixel is forced to black, and equal to or
above which a pixel is forced to white.
BINARYIMAGE: an image represented in black and white intensities only.
GRADIENT:the rate of change in pixel intensity linearly over the raster.
EDGE: regions of an image where intenstiy levels change rapidly,
representing a border betweendistinct areas.
EDGEENHANCEMENT:process by which the image intensity changes across an
edge are heightened.
EDGEDETECTION:process of locating an edge by inspecting a pixel and its
neighbors and finding rapid changes in intensities.
SEGMENTATION:the process of separating objects of interest from their
image context or background.
NOISE: meaningless data in an image not related to the image and produced
by a variety of sources, such as the camera.



















Largest gradient edge detector
Horizontal gadient edge detector





Gaussian (low pass) filter
Center of gravity
Rightmost edge of an object
LXX() • Rightmost edge pixel along a line
PTH() = Partial thresholding operation
THR() = Thresholding operation
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APPENDIXA: APL GRAPHPAKMODELING














Index origin = 1
XLL YLL xUR YUR
lower left upper right
corner corner
map problem space into the scaling viewport
scales data to fit between -i and I
rotate the object through angles eX, By and Bz The angle is
measured in degrees, and the rotation is counterclockwise.
create a perspective projection of an object onto the X,Y plane,
from a vantage point on the Z-axis, perpendicular to the plane of
the paper.




[12] initialize matrix "judge"
: [13] create the sequence of integer numbers from rowse [1,I] to rowse
[i,z].
[14] Is this plane visible?
[15] increment I

















skip the invisible plane
plane number
vertices numbers of the plane
fill with a color
draw the picture edges
comment
increment index I












(C x v*) _" > O? visible e test
comment
Z coordinate of the last vertex of the plane























Computer Programs and Data
Hidden Line Removal Function




[5] ODJDOWH(.. --1 1 £;£:_1..E: C)r,Z(J
[6] R(,.-F;.OT I:;.'£)T(_TE OF.'.JI.',C)Wi, j
[7] B:Te-C[2] F:'E-'F::.'E;I.'.'I:-'Z('.,.'T_VI;;:I:;:




[12] JUIC'GE (" ( PLAHli_H C)_3 ) .("0
[13] EVAL : F_:OWF:_-( ( F;:OUJi_r:[ :r ; J. ] _-tJ') ^ ( t'_:O_'JSl;!:E Z ; 2 ] )-H) )/H
[:[4] JUI3GE[]:;](-(V.T._'r]E_LE I;:EF;:C3141_:; "i) _ I
[153 xe:r+l
[16] -)(I.(..F'LnHEI.'O)/EVn L
[17] B JUI3GE(-JUI:'GE [ ( & JUE'GE [ ; 2 ] ) ; ]
[18] T_'I
[19] F'LOTS _
[20] -) ( 0"=JU_E'GE[ ]: ._I ] ) / HERT
[21] J('JUIT'GE [ "T"_3 ]
[223 ROWF;:e( ( "_:OW_E ['."! ; 1 ] -(.t'_')/" ( ROW!:;I"--[ J ; ':)]--) t_ ) )/H
[233 F ILL T [ F,:OWIX.:._]
[24] _,_:::nwT[RO_,F:;] UFSZi'4GC:C)LOI_:C[I ]
[25] n (-.B
[26] NE'"T ,* I {- .T"+ 1









ci=:l_-r:'[2;2 3]-F[1; 2 3]
C_::2_"F'[3; 2 3]--F'[1; 2 33
V.Tse ( (CR1[1] xCR2[2] )--C_:1 r2] xc_:2E 1] ) ._0
n
ZZeF'[ (¥P[ ;I'I);4]







V _-_F:L (- SLOF I;'! C_OL_APLS;AFLf._;F._OW
_F L_4-GETF:I:LE T%OF
A F L A _- F;:E F't4 S APLS
I_OW(- j_ A FLA




£2] TSO 'FREE _D(C) '
£3] )C ° ALLOCATE 9
£4] c_c,, (192 R ,
[5] CC_C,,CTL,









El5] L3_ 'F;EA£, EF:F:OS:, F:ETURI4 CO£,E: 0 ;9C_
[16] L4_O_VF: D














V APLV OUT T_.5OF_r, IM;I-_I...I< ;F,:r,y
_F'LVA ._ 9AFL V
D I M4-F AFLVA
BLk_-(r,Im[13,80.-r, lm[23) ?, ,
_:r''_-(D ZM[ 1], 80 )?AF'L.V_,[23 _U_



















F'UTF I LE [O]
_t-B F'UTFI|;LE C;F;FE; I;_-I;_:;S;[I.T.O
_*(-21' i i ,r_,)fr-.,
F:t-TSO 'F_:Er r0r0{cAr-.:r,_;424>,
Rt-TSO 'FF:EE E'D(F) ,
R4-TSO 'ATT_.T£{ c:_l:::t, s424 _:ECFM(F E,) L_:ECL(80) I_LR._IZE(4240),
"_ ' HEW m
_-- ' E,Ct, '








D_- 5 0 _o
-_L_
[203 t,. 1 0 _'
[_
_] L_:_(0EFT_O_L._HI{S(gF_'_ALCD HE_EF: D)/OF'TSALCD)/L10
[23] _e' ',T,, ,
E24] L10_(0EtT_OBL_|'|MS(gF_Z_ALCK MEMgER D)/OF_ALC_)/L1
[25] E_' ',_,' '
[26] LI:_(0_T_OBLAHKS(_COHV MEMmER t.)_O_SCO;.;V)/L 2
[27] C_' ',T,, ,
[28] L2_(0='USIN_' MEMBER t,)/L 3
E29] _((T#, ')/T_,t,E((lS)+_0XO)+r, HAME_HDE_ 'USING'_])_' ,
[_0] L3_(0='SPACE' MEMBER D)/L 4
[31] _ 1 2 3 +D HAMEIHDE!{ 'SPACE'
[32] _('()'v,_(W#' ')/W_,_[(I÷T),2_T;])/L 7
[33] _' ',('SP_CE',(W_' ')/W_,OET;]),, ',O_L_|._S _[1+--1_T;]
[34] _(')('v,#(--I÷W),I÷W_(W_' ')/W_,£,E4+T;])/L7
E35] s.s,' ,,w,, ,
[36] L4;_(0 =_*Tso 'r-,LLOCmTE r,l,(r) r,_(,,U,,) ,,r-,,Z,=_, , usT_iC,,,L!)I 5
[37] 4(0=#,(.-'rso 'mLt_OC_TE I:,=,(r) r,A(,,_-!,,) eL=, I_.EEF'')/L5
[3B_ ,ALLO_A'I"E FAILU_:E_, C'OI,-r='=:, _.A
[39] +0
[40] LS:- 'r*''r'(',---,-_,''' ,
[41] _:,r_-' ' ':F',' c'ru'' '
[42] -,(2^.=_, nsvo s(- 2 2 r'F FC')/L&
[43] ' SH_:E FA I LUF;:E. '
[44] o
[45] L6 : "_ (0^ . =T_'F _ FC)/L'7
E46] 'OF'EN FK_LU_:.F::: i _T
[47] o










[2] -)(')=.:CW-__F-CME, llCJVO 'B' )/L 1
[33 'T_O __H$_F.:E O_'FE_: FAILIJF;:E '
[-_3 -_0
[5] LI ;n(-Z'_-A
[6] "4( (0, _T'fPE c ), ( if.r, c ) , l#:_ce_)/O
[7] -_(0=c)/0
[8] -_(999 (C)/L2
[9] 'TSO _ETURH CODE: ' , (tC) , ' . '
[10] -_L3
I






















































r)T_':_!:(3 I_ J CYUI .... T_I';.E(3
J 7 J -" _)0 10. '_ ": ,...4449
I 10.575 -2.444?
I 3.175 -2.4449
1 3. 175 -2. 4449
1 1.0.575 -2.44_9
























































































at.tAl._'Zl(]I{,J _ If _ I _ J ; B _ TEMF'
_* -1 -1 1 1
F;:E-T I CLE
5 K ET Cl-.I OI_d























_w_--2 -2 2 2
P(-.-0.95 0.75 SCALE f:'
R F_:Dt4T V._EW
_KE-TCI..f -i -i 0 TF:C_t-/_L._TE F"
R SIT, E V]:EW
SI(ETCH i --i 0 TF;:At'/SLATE 0 --90 0 F;:OTATE F'
R TOP VIEW
































v CR:.:OOT £0] V

























_e -2 -2 2 2
P_ -0._3 0.95 SCnL¢ P
R FRO#'IT VIEW
SKETCH -1 -1 0 TR_I_SLATE P
R SZI, E VIEW
SKETCH 1 --1 0 TRAI'ISLATE 0 --90 0 ROTATE P
R TOP VIEW
SKETOH --1 1 0 T_AHSLATE _0 0 0 _:OTATE P
SKETCH 1.3 1.3 0 TRANSLATE 10 10 10 ROTATE P
F:ETICLE
TEST
0 60 0 0
i 0 0 0
1 0 40 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 20









0 130 -130 -20O
0 98 -98 -80
0 70 -85 -20
0 40 -75 0
0 20 -50 2O
0 10 -25 30
0 0 0 40
TR_CE_X
0 -130 130 200
1 -98 98 80
1 -70 85 20
1 -40 75 0
1 -20 50 -20
1 -10 25 -30
1 0 0 -40
0 0 0 0

























ROT_TRACEEZ; 1 2 3]













V ROT HZ_ TRAH;ODJ[,OWi_;N;Z;RT;R|J;JUDG£
A O_J_OWH_ -1 1 SCALE o_d
O_JDOWI.I_OBJ
R_TRAH TF:AHSLAT£ ROT ROTATE O_J_OWN
RT_C[2 ] PERSF'ECTZVE R
T_I,S >:FM RT[; 1 2 3]












































































































_+ -30 -30 30 30



























9 ROT HZ£,HEL TRAN;O_J_OWH;N;I;RT;R;J;JUDGE




R R_(TRAHEI]pTRA!.![2]_0) TRANSLATE ODJDOWN
R_TRA!.! TRAHSLATE OBd_OW;.!
RT_C[2 ] PERSPECTIVE R
A RT_ 0 0 0 TRANSLATE RT
T_S _.:FM RT[; 1 2 3]




















Original Data Set Solarmax.vec
Provided by NASA/JSC
o
Sep I"9 07:34'1986 solammax, vec Pa_e I
266
0 3.1750 1.1266 3,3375
1 3.1750 -1.1266 3.3375
I 3.1750 -2.4449 2,2383
I 3.1750 -2.4449 -2.2383
I 3.1750 -1.1266 -3.3375
1 3.1750 1.1266 -3.3375
1 3.1750 2,4449 -2.2383
1 3.1750 2.4449 2.2383
1 3.1750 1.1266 3.3375
1 10.5750 1.1266 3.3375
I 10.5750 -1.1266 3.3375
1 3.1750 -i.1266 3.3375
0 10.5750 -1.1266 3.3375
1 10.5750 -2.4449 2.2383
1 3.1750 -2.4449 2,2383
0 10.5750 -2.4449 2.2383
I 10.5750 -2.4449 -2.2383
1 3.1750 -2.4449 -2.2383
0 10.5750 -2.4449 -2.2383
1 10.5750 -1.1266 -3.3375
1 3.1750 -1.1266 -3.3375
0 10.5750 -1.1266 -3.3375
I 10.5750 1.1266 -3.3375
1 3.1750 1.1266 -3.3375
0 10.5750 1.1266 -3.3375
I 10.5750 2.4449 -2.23a3
1 3.1750 2.4449 -2.2383
0 10.5750 2.4449 -2.2383
1 10.5750 2.4449 2.2383
1 3.1750 2.4449 2.2383
0 10.5750 2.4449 2.2383
1 10.5750 1.1266 3.3375
0 1.9583 -0.2658 3.4825
I 1.9583 -I.0158 2.2150
1 1.9583 -1.4025 1.9925
1 1.9583 -2.8774 1.9925
1 1.9583 -2.8774 -1.9925
1 1.9583 -1.4025 -1.9925
I 1.9583 -1.0158 -2.2150
1: 1.9583 -0.2658 -3.4825
1 1.9583 3.1442 -1.5000
1 1.9583 2.4183 -0.2417
1 1.9583 2.4183 0.2417
1 1.9583 3.1442 1.5000
1 1.9583 -0.2658 3.4825
1 -1.9583 -0.2658 3.4825
I -1.9583 -1.0158 2.2150
1 1.9583 -1.0158 2.2150
0 -1.9583 -1.0158 2.2150
1 -i.9583 -1.4025 1.9925
1 1,9583 -1.4025 1.9925
0 -1.9583 -1.4025 1.9925
1 -1,9583 -2.8774 1.9925
Se_ l_J 07=34 198B solar max,vet Page 2
1 1.9583 -2.8774 1,9925
0 -1.9583 -2,8774 1,9925
1 -1.9583 -2.8774 -1.9925
1 1,9583 -2.$774 -1.9925
0 -1.9583 -2,8774 -1.9925
1 -1.9583 -1.4025 -1.9925
1 1.9583 -1.4025 -1.9925
0 -1.9583 -1.4025 -1,9925
! -1.9583 -1.0158 -2,2150
1 1.9583 -1.0158 -2.2150
0 -1.9583 -1.0158 -2.2150
I -1.9583 -0,2658 -3.4825
1 1.958_ -0.2658 -3.4825
0 -1.9583 -0.2658 -3.4825
1 -1.9583 3,1442 -1,5000
1 1.9533 3.1442 -1.5000
0 -1.9583 3,1442 -1.5000
1 -1.9583 2,4183 -0.2417
1 1.9583 2.4183 -0.2417
0 -1.9583 2.4183 -0.2417
1 -1.9583 2.4183 0,2417
1 1.9583 2.4183 0.2417
0 -1.9583 2.4183 0.2417
1 -1.9383 3.1442 1.5000
1 1.9583 3.1442 1.5000
0 -1.9583 3.1442 1.5000
1 -1.9583 -0.2658 3.4825
0 2.8233 -6.3191 4.7183
1 2.3267 -12.8115 1.8275
1 2,3267 -8.1265 -8.6941
1 2.8233 -1.6342 -5.8032
1 2.8233 -6.3191 4.7183
0 2.8233 -4.7574 1.2108
1 2.3267 -11.2500 -1.6800
0 2.3267 -9.6882 -5.1866
1 2.8233 -3.1958 -2.2958
0 2.8233 -3.9091 -0.6950
1 2.9166 -2.7583 -0.1667
1 2.9166 -2.7583 0.1667
1 2.8233 -4,0441 -0,3900
0 2.8233 1.6342 5.8032
1 2.8233 6.3191 -4.7183
1 2.3267 12.8115 -1.8275
1 2.3267 8.1265 8.6941
1 2.8233 1.6342 5.8032
0 2.8233 3.1958 2.2958
1 2.3267 9.6882 5.]866
0 2.3267 1i.2500 1.6800
1 2.8233 4.7574 -1.2108
0 2.8233 4.0441 0.3900
1 2.9166 2.7583 -0.1667
I 2.9166 2.7583 0.1667
1 2.8233 3.9091 0.6950
0 -3.4583 0.0000 2.2083
1 -2.4166 0.0000 0.0000
1 -3.4583 1.9125 1,1042



















































































































_ep r9 07:34 1986 solar max,vec Page 4
0 3.1750 -1.1266 3.3375
1 3,1750 -2.4449 2.2383
1 2.8083 -2.5575 1.0591
0 1.9583 -2.5575 1.0591
1 1.9583 -2.5575 -1.0591
1 2.8083 -2.5575 -I.059i
1 2.8083 -2.5575 1.059!
0 3.1750 -2.4449 2,2383
1 3.1750 -2.4449 -2.2383
1 2.8083 -2.5575 -1.0591
0 1.9583 -2,5575 -1.0591
1 1.9583 -I.0591 -2.5575
1 2.8083 -1.0591 -2.5575
1 2.8083 -2.5575 -1.0591
0 3.1750 -2,4449 -2.2383
1 3.1750 -1.1266 -3.3375
1 2.8083 -1.0591 -2.5575
0 1.9583 -1.0591 -2.5575
1 1.9583 1.0591 -2,5575
I 2.8083 1.0591 -2.5575
1 2.8083 -1.0591 -2.5575
0 3.1750 -1.1266 -3.3375
1 3.1750 1.1266 -3.3375
1 2.8083 1.0591 -2.5575
0 1.9583 1.0591 -2.5575
I 1.9583 2.5575 -1.0591
1 2.8083 2.5575 -1.0591
I 2.8083 1.0591 -2.5575
0 3.1750 1.1266 -3.3375
1 3.1750 2.4449 -2.2383
1 2.8083 2.5575 -1.0591
0 1.9583 2.5575 -1.0591
1 1.9583 2.5575 1.0591
1 2.8083 2.5575 1.0591
I 2.8083 2.5575 -1.0591
0 3.1750 2.4449 -2.2383
1 3.1750 2.4449 2.2383
1 -2.8083 2.5575 1.0591
0 1.9583 2.5575 1.0591
I 1.9583 1.0591 2.5575
0 2.8083 1.0591 2.5575
1 2.8083 2.5575 1.0591
0 3.1750 2.4449 2.2383
3.1750 1.1266 3.3375
0 0.1400 2.4183 0.2417
1 0.1400 2.4183 -0.2417
1 -0.2792 2.4183 0.0000
1 0.1400 2.4183 0.2417
1 0.0000 2.9166 0.0000
1 0.1400 2.4183 -0.2417
0 -0.2792 2.4183 0,0000
1 0.0000 2.9i66 0.0000
1 0.0000 3.7333 0,0000
0 2.3833 0.1500 2.7B00
1 2.5133 0.0750 2,7800
1 2.5133 -0.0750 2.7800
6e_._ 07:34 19_6 soiarma_.v_¢ Page 5
1 2,3833 -0,1500 2,7800
1 2.2533 -0,0750 2,7800
1 2,2533 0,0750 2.7800
1 2,3833 0.1500 2.7800
1 2,3833 0,1500 2.5575
1 2,5133 0,0750 2,5575
1 2,5133 0,0750 2,7800
0 2,5133 0,0750 2,5575
1 2,5133 -0,0750 2,5575
I 2.5133 -0,0750 2,7800
0 2.5133 -0,0750 2,5575
1 2.3833 -0.1500 2.5575
I 2.3833 -0.1500 2.7800
0 2.3833 -0.1500 2.5575
1 2.2533 -0.0750 2.5575
I 2,2533 -0,0750 2,7800
0 2,2533 -0,0750 2,5575
I 2.2533 0.0750 2.5575
I 2.2533 0.0750 2,7800
0 2,2533 0,0750 2,5575
1 2.3833 0.1500 2.5575
0 2.3833 0.1500 -2.7800
1 2,5133 0,0750 -2.7800
1 2.5133 -0,0750 -2.7800
1 2.3833 -0,1500 -2.7_00
1 2,2533 -0,0750 -2,7800
i 2.2533 0,0750 .-2,7800
i 2.3833 0.1500 -2,7800
I 2.3833 0. i500 -2.5575
1 2.5133 0.0750 -2.5575
1 2.5133 0,0750 -2,7800
0 2.5133 0.0750 -2.5575
I 2.5133 -0.0750 -2.5575
1 2.5133 -0.0750 -2.7300
0 2.5133 -0,0750 -2,5575
I 2.3833 -0.1500 -2.5575
1 2.3833 -0.1500 -2.7800
0 2,3833 -0,1500 -2,5575
1 2.2533 -0.0750 -2.5575
I 2.2533 -0,0750 -2.7800
0 2.2533 -0.0750 -2.5575
I 2,2533 0,0750 -2,5575
1, 2.2533 0.0750 -2.7300
0 2.2533 0.0750 -2.5575
1 2,3833 0,1500 -2,5575
e.
APPENDIX B: FORTAN PROGRAM TO TRANSFER SOLARMAX DATA FROM
IBM 370 TO CELERITY C1200
o
FORTRANprogram trans.f
Mar 7 20:51 1987 trans, f Page I
program main






I('_read (l,_,err=30,end=30> igar, gar, x(i), y(i), z(i)
do 20 j=l,k
if ((x(i) .eq. >'(j)) .and. (y(i) .eq. y(j))
. .and. (z(i) .eq. z(j))) then






zl = z (i)







ibf (i) = k
x (k) = x (i)
y(k) = y(i)
z (k) = z (i)
if (:.:(k) .It. xs)
if (;'(k) .gt. >:1)
if (y(k) .lt. ys)
if (y(k) .gt. yl)
if (z (k) .It. zs)








_-I = z (k)
<<<<<===== move this line to first row"
30 write (_,50) xs, xl, ys, yl, zs, zl
50 format (&gl3. 6)
do 60 j = 1,k




70 read (2,*,err=99,end=99) n, (node(j),j=l,n)
k = k+l
do 80 j=l,n
node (j) =ibf (node (j) )
80 continue







Coordinates vertices (before reduction)











:I _ i • 0(.')C)C)C)C)000e0
i :2 1. C)OC)000C)C)C)eC)
13 0. 000C)0C)000eC)
4 1. OCx:)C)C<)C)C)OeO
I 5 i • 0i.')00(')00(')Oe0
:I 6 1.00,:)C)OCx:)C)C)eC)
I 7 0. (')0(')O(')C)0C)C)eC)
18 i. C)C)Cx:)C)OC)C)C)eC)
1 9 I . 00C)O0(:)000e0
2:(:; 1. C)OC)C)OC)C)Cx:_eC)




25 ,::). C)00C.)C)C,C, OeC)
2 (-.> 1. C,00000000 e 0
23 1 • OC)(:i(:iC)O00(:.)et')
_.'_J _.. C)000C)(:iC)0C)e0
•:.,c;, 1. C)C)C)Cx:)C)OOC)eC)
3':-"i C). (:)(:)000(') 00i-)eC)
31 I. C)0C)0C)C)C)()C)eC)
_"._,_ 1 .(')C)C)C)C)00C)0eC)....
33 I . OC)i')(')(')C)(')(')|:)eC)
34 1.0C)C)C)C)00C<_eC)
35 C). C)OC)C)C)C)OC)OeC)
















52 1 • 00C)000000e0
53 1 . 000000000e0
54 1. 000000000e0
55 0. OC)OC)OC)C)OC)eO
5& I . OOC)C)C)00C)C)e0
-_.'. 15(:)7941C)9e- 16 - 1. 23330C)C_C)C)eC)
1.91250CiC)C)C)eC) -.:':, •4583C)0C)C)C)eC)
1.91250C)C)C)C)eC) -3. 4583C)0C)C)0e0
-2.150794109e- 16 - 1. 233.".C)C)C)00eC)
--.'. 15(:)7941C)ge- 16 - 1. 233_.C)C)C)C)C)eC)
-6. (:)31 (i)47813e- 16 -.:-'.. 458._.C)0C)C)C)eC)
1.9125000C)C)e0 -,_'.'%,.458._.0(:)C)00e0
1507941C)ge- 16 - 1 2.T-,.'33C)I')C)r)0eC)
--.. 15(:)7941C)9e- 16 - 1. 23330C)C)C)C)eC)
- I. 912500C)0C)e0 --._.4583C)0C)C)0eC)
-6. C)31 (:)4781 ,"Se- 1(_ -,3. 4583C)C)C)0C)e0
"_. 150794 lr)ge- 16 - 1 2333C)C)C)C)0e0
-2. 15(:)794109e- 16 - 1. 2333C)00C)0e0
- 1 • 9125C)C)C)C)C)eC) -3. 458_(')00C)C)eC)
- 1.9125C)C)C)C)(')eC) -3. 4583C)C)C)0C)eC)
-?. 150794109e- 16 - 1. 233T, C,C)OC)OeO
_._
-. 15(:)794109e- 16 - 1.2 .",33C)C)C)C)C)eO
-6. (:)3104781 _e- i6 -3. 4583C)00C)0e(')
- 1.91250C)C)C)C)eC) -3 • 458_,0C)C)C)(')e0
--.". 15(:)794109e- 16 - 1. 23330C)C)00eC)
-2.15(:)794109e- 16 - 1. -?'_,.'_,,_,00C)00eC)
I • 9125C)(SCK)C)eC) -,_"-:. 45SF_'.'.0C)C)00e0
-6. (')31047,913e- 16 -3. 458 7,C.)hC)C)C)e0
-. 150794109e- 16 - 1. 2333C)C)C)C)C)eC)
I. C)158C)OC)C)C)eO 1 •9583C)C)C)C)C)eC)
i. 4C)25C)(')0C)C)eC) 1. 958_,',C)C)Cx'.)C)eC)
I. 4C)25C)C)C)C)C)eO -i. 9,=.;830C)C)0C)e0
1. C)1580C)C)C)0eC') --1. 958._".,(')C)0(')C)eC)
] •01580C)0C)C)eC) 1. 9583C)00C)C)eC)
I. 4C)25C)00C)C)eC) 1 •95830C)C)C)C)eC)
1.0158C)OC)C)C)eC) i . 9583C)(')C!00e0
1. C)1580C)C)C)C)eC) - 1. 95830C)C)C)C)e0
I. 4C)25000C)0e0 --I .9583C)C)C)00eC)
I. 4(')25C)0000e0 1. 95830C)C)C)C)eC)
"_ 4183000C)C)eC) 1. 958300C)C)C)eC)-._.
--2 • 4 ] 8_0000C)eC) 1 . 958._,C)l:)00l:)e0
-2.418300C)00eC) - i. 958300C)00e0
-2.418300000e0 - 1. 9583C)000C)e0
2 418300000e0 1. 9583('x}O00eO
1. 015800000e0 I. 958300000e0
1.0158000C)0e0 - 1. 9583000C)0e0
2. 658000000e- 1 - 1. 958300C)00e0
2. 658000000e-1 1. 958300000e0
I. O15800000e0 I. 958300000e0
1. 402500000e0 1. 958300000eC)
2. 877400000e0 1. 958300000e0
2. 877400000e0 -I. 9583000C)0e0
1. 402500000e0 - I. 958300000e0
1. 402500000e0 1. 958300000e0
1. 402500000e0 1. 95830000C)e0
1. 402500000eC) - 1. 958300000e0
2. 877400000e0 - 1. 958300000e0
2. 877400000e0 I. 9583000C)0eC)
1. 402500000e0 I. 958300000e0
1.015800000e0 I. 9583C)C)0C)C)eC)





















0, C)OC)C) 0(')0(') 0 eC)
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57 J. ()c)C)OC)r)()OOe0
58 1. ,D__00000 (i(z)e 0
59 1.00c')c)C)O(')¢')(:)eC)













77 1. 2).000': C)_')Oe 0
74 i. 00 z)0 c)00 _z)0 e (-)
75 1. C)C)AOOOf)C)OeO
7_ 1.00C)000C)00e0
? 7 J .00000C)CK,Oe(')
_8 1.0(DOOOOOC)C)e0












































- 2.9166000 _")0e 0
-"_=. 418 :-..(')(')C),')Oef')..
" 916bC)OC)C)C)eC)







































5 086358631 e-I 6
6.51 C)629732e-18
5 (:)863586:3 le- 16
-2. 792000000e- 1














2. 877z_OOOOOeO - i. 958_00000e0
2. 8774C)0000e0 - 1. 958300000e0
2.87_/_00C)00e0 I. 95_000e0
2.65_)00-07500e-1 I. C_)5_OOOOeO
1O0 1. OOC)O0000C)eO --3.1-44200000e0
101 1. C)OC)C)C)OC)C)OeO -3. 144700000e0
102 i. C)OC)OC)O000eO 2. b58000000e- 1
I,:)3 r. O_O-o000000eO 2. _O00)OOe= I
I(:)4 0. C)OC)OC)O000eO 2. 8580C)0000e- 1
I (:)5 1.00C)C)C)C)0C)OeC) -3. 14420C)000e0
106 I. 000000000e0 2. 41830000C)e0
1 I:)7 1. C)C)00000C)C)eC) -_._ 418300000e0
108 1. 000000000e0 -3.144200C)00e0
1C)9 I. C)OC)C)C)OOC)C)eO 2. &5800C)OC)Oe- I
I1C) I. C)OC)C)O00C)OeC) I. 01580C)00C)e0
I I I 1. C)OC)OOC)O00eC) I. 4025C)0C)C)0e0










































































Vertex indices for each plane


























































9 10 Ii 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 2c_
79 24I _3
25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 59
4c) 41 42 43 44
45 48 47 48 49
50 51 52 53 54
55 56 57 58 59
60 61 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 69
70 71 72 73 74 75 76 7'7 78 79 8,:) El 82 8:3 84 85 8& 87 88
89 90 91 92 9:3
94 95 96 97 98
99 100 !01 102 l(x3
JA4 !,h5 i_'_6 107 IC,8 !0'_ ii0 ili 1.12 I13 I14 I15 i16
117 118 119 120 121
122 123 124 125 !26
127 128 129 130 131
132 133 134 135 136
137 138 139 140 l,qJ
142 143 144 145 146
147 148 149 150 151
152 153 154 155 156 J57 158
159 180 161 162 163
164 165 166 167 168
J69 170 171 172 173
174 175 176 177 178
179 18(:, 181 182 183
184 185 186 187 188
189 190 191 192 193
194 195 19b 197 19_ 199 20_')
2('_i 2('_2 203 204 205
206 2(')7 208 209 210
211 212 213 214 215
216 217 218 219 220
221 222 223 224 225
22_ 227 228 229 230
231 232 233 234 235
236 237 238 239 240
241 242 243 244 245
246 247 248 249 250
251 252 253 254 255
256 257 258 259 260
261 262 263 264 265
266 267 268 269 270
271 271 273 274 275
276 277 278 279 280
281 282 283 284 285
286 287 288 289 290
291 292 29.3 294 295
296 297 298 299 3r)O




















301 302 303 304 305
306 307 3_'_8 309:31r_
311 31 _ 313_ 314 315
316 317 318 319 320
3 322 i,_4 325,21 323 -_'
326 327 328 329 33c)
331 332 333 334 335
336 337 338 339 340
341 342 343 344 345
346 347 348 349 350
351 3 _ 3 3,59 ,5• 354 355
356 357 358 359 360
361 362 363 364 365
366 367 368 369 370
371 372 373 374 375
376 377 378 379 380
381 382 383 384 385
386 387 388 389 390
391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 3_'9
Sattelite data after reduction
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- I. (7591 c:
-15.0 15.0 -15.0 15.0
--1.23330 0. ('J0 _'700(:7E+ (:70
-3. 45830 -i. 1042('7
-.2'._4583(17 I. 1('742c_.
-3. 45830 -2. 20830
-3. 45830 - 1. 1042,')
-3. 45830 I. 10420
--. 45830 _ 2('_83C>
1. 95830 2.215('_0
1. 9583C7 1. 9925('7
-1. 9583(:7 1. 9925c_
- 1. 9583() 2 .__"150C7_
1. 95830 -1. 9925(:7
I. 9583A -2. _"_1500
-I. r_58_,:].... -2. _'15C7('_
-I. 95830 -i. 99250
1. 95830 -(:7.24 I?()C_
1.9_;8_.L_ ('_.241700
-I. 95830 0. 241700
- 1. 9583() -('_.241700
-i. 95830 3. 48250
1. 9583C7 3. 48250
1 9583_'_ 1 _'_'_
-1. 95830 I. 9925(17
-i. 95830 -I. 99250
1. 95830 -I. 9925A
1. 9 5 8 3C,' -.j'_".,+_ _ z_"('7.
-i. 95830 -3. 48250
-1. 95830 -1.5C_0(1_(]_
I. 95830 -I. 50000
I. 95830 I. 50000
-I. 95830 I. 50000
0. 140000 0.241700
0. 140000 -0. 241700
-0. 2792(:7(7 0. 0000CKTE+00
(:_.508636E- 15 0.0(:7C70C_C_E+C_0
0.651C_63E- 15 0.0c1_000(1_E+00
2. 80830 2. 55750
2. 80830 2. 55750
1. 95830 2. 55750
1. 95830 2. 55750
2 •51330 2.55'750
2 •51330 2. 55750
2.51330 2. 78000
2.51330 2. 78000
2. 38330 2. 55750
2. 38330 2. 78000
2. 25330 2. 5575r_
2. 2533C_ 2. 78000
2. 25330 2. 55750
2. 25330 2.78C_00
2. 38330 2. 55750
2. 38330 2. 78000
2. 80830 -2. 55750
2. 80830 -2. 55750
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-1. 05910 1. 95830 -2. 55750
i. __59_i c-_. 1. 95830 -_. 55750
-0. 750000E-01 2.51330 -2. 78000
O. 750000E-01 2.51330 -2. 78000
r)... ..750_li-_CIE-i')1 2. 51330 -_'_.55750
-0. 750000E-01 _.'_513-.(___. -o_.55750
0.150000 2. 38330 -o.78000
0.150000 2.38330 --.'_55750
0. 750000E-01 _.925330 -,_.'_78000
0.750000E-c:)I ..'_25330 - .2 55750
-0.750000E-01 2.25330 - .'_78000
-r)..75f'_'_')__E- ..... 1 _._25330 -2. 55750
-0. 15_')_')_'_'_.... ._._38330 __..-o78r_00
-0. 150000 2.38330 -_._55750
.55750 _.'_80830 1.05910
2. 55750 2. 80830 -I. _5910
2. 55750 i. 95830 -i. 05910
_.".55750 1 .95830 1.05_ 10
-2. _._, w_ ._.'_8('_8T'r)._ . -I. 05910
-2.55Z50 I. 95830 -I. 05910
-2. 55750 2. 80830 i. 05910
-2. 55750 i. 95830 I. 05910
1.6F'.4:h-)_-. _.982330 -5.80320
8. 12650 2. 32670 -8. 69410
._.Q,__,c_,_-,_-_...'_32670 -5 . 18660
3. 1958,:) 2. 8233c) -2. 29580
-_=")" _ 32670 -I 680001 I.._ _.....
4. 75740 2.82330 I. 21080
12.81,15 2. X "_ "_" ._ o,,.) 1 82750
6.31910 2. 82330 4.71830
_."?_SR;_)__. __.'°91660 -0. Ib67r_r)..
3.9_}910 ,_.'_82330 -0. 69500c)
4. 04410 __.'_8 -,".q.) -0. 390000
75830 _ 91600 0. 1&67_')_')
-12.8115 2. 32670 -1. 82750
-6. 31910 2. 82330 -4. 71830
-4. 75740 ,.?82330 -I .,;'_1080
- 11. 2500 2. 32670 1. 68000
-3.19580 2. 82330 2. 29580
-9. 68820 2. 32670 5. 18bbO
,.-I. 63420 2 o82330 5. 80320
-8. 12650 2. 32670 8. 69410
-4. 0441 r) 2. 82330 O. 390000
9 75830 2 91660 -0.166700
2 7583_'_ _ 91660 O. 16_7r_0
90910 2. 82330 O. 695000
2. 44490 3.17500 2. 23830
2. 44490 3.17500 -2. 23830
I. 12660 _. 17500 -3. 33750
- i. 12660 3.17500 -3, 33750
-2. 44490 3.17500 -2. 23830
-2. 44490 J_. 17500 2. 23830
- 1.12660 3. 17500 3. 33750
I. 12660 3.175r)0 3. 33750
2. 44490 10. 5750 2. 23830
2. 44490 10. 5750 -2 .23830
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I. 12660 10.5750
- I . 12_60 1_').575_')
-2. 44490 lc'). 5750
-_ 44490 1_').575_'_
- I. 12660 10. 575(')
I. 12660 10.5750
4 1 _." 3 1
4 1 4 2 1
4 1 5 4 1
4 1 6 5 1
4 1 7 6 1
4 1 3 7 1
5 8 9 10 I 1 8
5 1_'_ 13 14 15 1___
5 16 17 18 19 ib
5. 8 11 20 _'_ 8
5 9 2 2 2.'-( 10 9
5 I''_ 2 415 25 I_
=; 13 26 27 14 13
5 16 19 28 29 Ib
5 17 30 3 ] 18 17
5 32 35 36 35 32
5 33 35 34 35 33
5 21 20 31 3,:') 21
5 .._'_ 25 24 23 22
5 26 29 28 27 26
13 21 3 r) 17 Io 2 _'
5 37 38 39 40 37
5 41 42 43 44 41
5 42 45 46 4"_ 42
5 45 47 48 4 _ 45
5 47 49 50 48 47
5 49 51 52 5(') 49
5 51 41 44 52 51
7 52 44 43 46 48
5 53 54 55 56 53
5 57 58 59 60 57
5 58 61 b2 59 58
5 61 63 64 b2 bl
5 63 65 b& &4 63
5 65 b7 68 66 &5
,,
5 67 57 aO &8 &7
7 b7 b5 b3 61 58
5 &9 70 71 72 &9
5 70 53 56 71 70
5 54 73 74 55 54
5 73 75 76 74 73
5 75 37 40 76 75
5 38 69 72 39 38
5 89 90 91 92 89
5 92 91 93 94 92
5 94 93 95 96 94
5 97 98 99 100 97
5 77 80 79 78 77
5 80 82 81 79 8(')
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5 85 88 87 86 85
5 101 IA2 7_'_ 69 101
5 102 103 53 7A 102
5 103 104 54 53 103
5 104 105 73 54 104
5 105 106 75 73 105
5 106 107 37 75 106
5 107 108 38 37 107
5 108 101 69 38 Ic)8
5 1:)9 l lc) 102 lC_1 109
5 110 iii 103 102 110
5 III 112 IA4 103 III
5 112 113 105 104 112
5 113 114 106 105 113
5 114 115 107 Ic'_6 114
5 115 116 108 107 115
5 116 109 i01 108 116
9 110 Jc'_9 116 115 i14 113 112 III 110
APPENDIX C: C PROGRAM FOR GRAPHICS MODELING




















































float _:list[lO], ylist[lO], zlist[10];
float d_:list[lO], dylist[10], dzlist[lO];
int ind::list[l_:_];
float retiE256], grn[256], blu[256];










int i, disopt, length = O, visible();
static char strE] = "Enter your choice




















te::t<i"2) Rotate the viewer [default]");
m ,_v e _a b s __2_330 • .5'_0. i>;
exit(l); }
/*
tevt("_> Rotate the object");
move_ab s_2(330. ,567). ) ;
te..:t("4) Rotate the light source");
move_ab s_2 (33(')• ,5T.(')• ) ;
te>'t("5) C!uit")!
move_ab s_2(30(). ,480. ) ;
te>'t<str) ;
ir,qui re_te>:t evten t 2( str, wl dv, wl dy) ;
map worl d_to_ndc 2(*wldx,*wldy,ndc>',r, dcy);
set_echo positior,(KEYBOARD,l,*ndcx,*ndcy)! */
set_echo position(KEYBOARD,l,0.5,0.47);
await keyboard(1000000000, 1, string, &length);
disopt = atoi(string);
close temporary_segment();










set primitive attributes< &PRIMATTS);




await_keyboard(O, 1, string, &ler, gth);
}











X 1 VX _ cO + VZ _ $0!
y -- vT;
Z mm -SO e VX + VZ * cO;
setvwpo(x,y, z) ;
create temporary segment();




theta = theta + .17453 ;
await'keyboard(3(':O0000, 1, string, &length);
}




,._et :.:yz (,_ I :-",,_ly,&l z ,&v:', _-vy, avz i);


















x = vx * cO ÷ v_ * sOl
y = vy;
z = -sO * v_ ÷ vz * cOl
setvwpo(_,y,z);
Ixr = I>: * cO + Iz * sO;
iyr = ly;
lzr = -sO * I× + lz * cO!
set light direction(lxr ,lyr ,lz_ );
for (i = O; i < nvert; i++) (
templ= cO * vertices[i][O] + sO * vertices[ill2];




await keybboard_3000000, 1, string, &length);
theta = theta + .17453 ;
>
while {length == 0);
break;
new frame(_>;
get:_yz {&1_, &ly, &l z, &vx ,&vY, &vz) ;






x = Ix * cO + Iz * sOl
y = ly;
z = -sO * I_ + Iz * COl






theta = theta ÷ .17453 l
await keyboard(_OOOOOOt 1, string, &length);
}






static char str[] = "Enter your choice (1-5) ?"!
static char strl[] = "Enter your choice (1-5) ?i';
















te,_:t(*'4) Phong diffuse [default]")!




- inquire te>,t extent..2(str,wld::,wldy_!
ma_ worl .._to_r, dc 2(*wld>:,*wldy,ndc:*:,ndcy_);
set echo position(K'EYBOARD,l,*ndc>:,*ndcy)1*/
set_echo_Posit ion<IKEYBOARD, I ,0.5,0.47) ;
await_keyboard(1000000000, I, stT.ing, ,._length)!
close temporary_segment()!
renderstyle = atoi(string) -1;


















map worl d_to ndc 2(*wldx,*wldy,ndcx,ndcy)!
set e cho_po s it ion (KEYBOARD, 1, *ndcx **nd cy) !*/
set echo_3_osition(KEYBOARD, 1,0.52,0-47);
await keyboard_.1000000000, 1, string, &length)!
renderhue = atoi(strin9) - I!
if (renderhue == -17 renderhue == 2;
close temporary segment()
if (rencteTrue == O)-define_color indices( our surface,O,255,red,grn,blu);




case 1: set_shading_parameters( .01, .96, .0, 0., 7.,hue,O_); break;
case 2: set shading parameters( .01, .96, .0, 0., 7.,hue,l); break;
case 3: set shading_parameters( .01, .95, .0, 0., 7.,hue,2)! break;
case 4: set shading_parametersC .05, .5r_, .40, 0., 7.,hue,2); break;
default: break;
)
getxyz (_Ix, ly, lz,v;:,vy,vz)
float *l x ,*ly,*l z,*vx,*vy,*vz ;
<
static char strl[] = ">:= "!
static char str2[] = "y= ";
static char str3[] = ":= "!
static char str4[] = "x= ";
static char str5[] = "y= "!












set echo position(KEYBOARD,l,*ndc>:,*ndcy); */
se t_echo_pos it ion(KEYBOARD, 1,0.31,0.665) ;
await_keyboard( 1000000000, 1, string, &length)!







• map world_to_ride 2(*wldx,*wldy,ndcx,ndcy);
set echo_position(KEYBOARD,1,*ndcx,*ndcy)l*/
set echo_position(KEYBOARD,l,0.31,0.645);







/. inquire_text extent 2(str3,wldx,wldy)1
map_world to ndc 2C*wldx,*wldy,ndc_,ndcy);
set ech o position(KEYBOARD,l,*ndc_,*ndcy)!*/
set_echo position(KEYBOARD,I,0.31,0-625);
_wait keyboard(lOOC)O00000, 1, string, &length)!
if ('length == O)
*I.-. = 0-0;
else
light source position [default : 0.0,0.C),-1.0]"
*I= = atof(string);










set_echo_position(KEYBOARD, 1 ,*ndcx,*ndcy) ;*/
set echo_position(KEYBOARD, 1,0._1,0.565);
await keyboard(lO00000000_ 1, string, &length)!
if (length == O)





/* inquire te_:t_e>.tent 2(strS,wldx,wl_y);
map worl d to_ndc 2(*wldx,*wldy,ndc>:,ndcy);
set echo_position(KEYBOARD,l,*ndc>',*ndcy)!*/
set echo_position(KEYBOARD, 1,0.31,0.54:=':) ;
await__.'eyboard(1000000000, 1, string, &length);






/* inquire te xt extent_2(str6,wldx,wldy);
ma__world_to_ndc 2(*wld;:,*wldy,ndc>:,ndcy);
set echo_position(KEYBOARD,l,*ndcx,*ndcy);*/
set echo posit ion(KEYBOARD,I,0.31,0.527);
await_keyboard(lO00000000, 1, string, &length)!


















initialize coRe(BASIC, SYNCHRONOUS, THREED)!
our_surface->cmapsize = 256!
our surface->cmapname[O] = w\O'!
if(initialize view_surface(our_surface, TRUE)) exit(1);
_elect_view surface(our_surface)!
inquire_col_r_indices(our_surface,O,255,dre0_,dgrntdblu)!





6000] " ) !
red[i] = (float)i * 0.003921568;
grnCi] = (float)i * 0.0039215681
blu[i] = (float)i * 0.003921568;;
}
_ed[O] = 0.; grn[O] - .7; blu[O] = 0.;
define color_indices( our_surfacewOt255,red,grn,blu);
/* ambient,diffuse,specular,flood,bump,hue,style */
set_shading_parameters( .01, .96_ .0, 0., 7.,0,0);
initialize_device(KEYBOARD, 1);
set_echo( KEYBOARD , 1 , 1 )!
set echo_surface( KEYBOARD, I, our surface);














int i, j, ki
short vtmp, vl, v2, v3;
float ftmp, maxd, scale, offset[3];
float x,y,z,×O,yO,zO,length;
FILE *fptr!
if ((fptr - fopen(filename, "r")) -= NULL) <
printf("Can't open file: Zs\n", filename);
return(1);
}
fscanf(fptr_ "_d_d"_ &nvert, &npoly)!
if ((nvert > MAXVERT) :' (npoly > MAXPOLY)) (
printf("Too many object vertices or polygons\n");
return(2) ;
}
1'scanf(fptr, "%f_f_f_&f%f_f", &bbox[O][O], &bbox[O][1], &bbox[1][O],
&bbox[1][1], &bbox[2][O], &bbox[2][1]);
maxd = 0.0;
for (i -O; i < 3; i÷÷) (
offset[i] " (bbox[i][O] + bbox[i][1]) / 2.0;
bbox[i][O] -= offset[i];
bbox[i][1] -= offset[i];




if (ma>:d < bbox[i][1])
ma>'d = bbo×[i][1]!









for (i = O; i < nvertl i++) {
fscanf_fptr, ,,¢f_f_f", &vertices[i][O], &vertices[i] [I],
&vertlces[i] [2]);
vertices[i][O] = (vertices[i][O] -offset[O]) * scale;
vertices[i][1] - (vertices[i][1] - offset[l]) * scale;
vertices[ill2] = (vertices[i][2] - offset[2]) * scalel
normal[i][O] " 0.0; normal[i][1] = 0.0; normal[i][2] " 0.0;
normalcount [i] = 01
}
k = O;
for (i = O; i < npoly! i++) {
"%d" &npvert[i]) ;fscanf(fptr,
if ((k + npvert[i]) _ MAXPVERT) {




for (j " O; J < npvlrt[i]; j+÷) {
fscanf(fptr, "_h.d", &vtmp);
pv@rt[k++] = vtmp - 1;
}
planeq[i][O] - planeq[i][1] = planeq[i][2] = planeq[i][3] = 0.0;
vl = pvert[k - I]; v2 = pvert[k - 2]; v3 = pvert[k - 3];
for (j = O; j ". -'_,_++) {
planeq[i][O] += vertices[vl][1] *
(vertices[v2][2] - vertices[v3][2]);
planeq[i][l] += vertices[vl][O] *
(vertices[v3][2] - vertices[v2][2]);
planeq[i][23 += vertices[vl][O] *
(vertices[v2][1] - vertices[vS][1]);
planeq[i][3] +" vertices[vl][O] *
((vertices[v3][1] * vertices[v2][2]) -
(vertices[v2][1] * vertices[vS][2]));
vtmp = vl; vl - v2; v2 = vS; v3 = vtmpl
)
if (planeqEi][3] > 0.0)
for (j = O! _ <" 3; j+÷) planeq[i][J] = -planeq[i][J];
for (J " 11 _ <= npvert[i]l J++){ /. accum normls */
v_mp - pvert[k-J];
x - planeq[i_[O]l Y " planeq[i][1]l z = planeq[i][2]l




no rmal court t [vtmp] ÷+ ;
}
}








float v':, vy, vz;
{
int i;
float diag, del, objdist, neap;
set_view reference l_oint(vx, vy, vz);
set vi ew plar, e normal(-vx, -vy, -vz);
set_projection(PERSPECTiVE, 0., 0., 0.);
set view plane distance(256.0)!
if ((v>: == 0.0) && (vz == 0.0))
set view up 3(0.0, 0.0, vy)!
else
set_view_up 3(0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
set window(-80.O, 80.0, -80.0, 80.0);
diag = 0.0;
for (i = Ol i < 3; i++) (
del = bboy[i][1] - bbo':[i][O]!
diag += del * dell
}
diag = sqrt(diag) / 2.0l
objdist = sqrt( v..:*vx + vy*vy + vz*vz);
near = (diag >= objdist) ? objdist/2.0 : objdist-diag;












if (rendersty!e && renderstyle<3)
map_ndc_to__orld_3( -348., 348., -870., &x,&y,&z);
map ndc_to_Norld. 3( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, &xO,&yO,&zO) l
x -= xOl y_-= yO! z -= zOl _- =
length = sqrt( xex + y*y + z-z);
if (length != 0.0) {
x /= length; y /= length! z /= lengthl
for (i = Oli < nvIrt! i++) {
cindex[i] =
fabs(normal[i][O]*x +normal [i] [1]*y +normal [i] [2]*z) * 254-;
if (cinde_:[i] < 4) cindex[i] = 4!
if (cindex[i] > 248) cindex[i] = 248;
}
/. inquir-e_inverse_tomposite_matrix(invxform); *I _._
if (render style == 3) set_zbuffer cut( our surface, xcut, zcut, 2);
else set zt.uffer_cut( our surface, xcut, zcutO, 2)I
for (i = O; i < npoly; i++) {








for. (i = O; i _ 4; i++)
c += ir, v>:form[2][i] * pin[i];
r etur.n(c < 0.0);
drawface<p) int p;
(
in t i , j , k ;
short *ptr;
ptr = pvertptr[p]:
for. (i = O; i .::npvert[p]; i++) {
j = *ptr++;
vlist[i] = vertices[j][O]: ylist[i] = vertices[j][1];
zlist[i] = vet.rices[j][2];
if (:r.er, der._tyle <: ._,:) {
indx'list[i] = cindex[j]!
" }else {
dxlist[i] = normal[j] [(')]; dylist[i] = normal[j] [I] ;
dzlist[i] = nor-real[j] [2];
)
)
if Crender-style <: 2) {
if <ren.._erhuel) {
j = ind:.:list[O]i_:::'2; if (j > 621) J = 62;
set_fill index{ j + render.hue*64-63);
}
else set fill index( ind;:list[O]i);
}
else if <:r.enderstvle == 2:) {set_verte::_indices< ind>:list, npver.t[p]);}
else {set verte:¢ normals<d::list,dylist,dzlist,npvert[p]);}
if (r-enderstyle == O} polyline_abs 3< :-:list,ylist,zlist,npvert[p]:>;
else polygon_abs_3( xlist, ylist, zlist, npvert[p]);
}
static float ma_'vw, vwpp, maxvdim;
static float vlx, vby, vfz, vd:.:, vdy, vdz;






for r:i = I: i :: _; i4+)
if ,"bbo_:[i]F1] :: ftm|:,)
fi_mF, = F.,ho'.'[1][l]_
,,,,_:_,.,-j= 1_,.r',* ftmp:
V;I'_' ;" "' - _') _ ir'_° ""''"V_ / L_ :::,.-_• (') :
maxvdim = maxvw - ceil(ivwpp>;
vlx = (bbox[r_][O] 4-maxvw) / vwpp:
vby = IC)O.O + {bbox[l][O] + ma:_w.J) / vwpp;
vt: = 5:-':0.0 - <:bbo:.:[2] [l] + ma::vwl) / VWlZ,p;
vdx = (bbox [?,] [1] - bbox[O][O]) / vwpl:,;
vdy = (bbox [1] [1] - k,box[l][O]> / vwpp;
vdz = (bbox [2] [l] - bbox[2][O]) / vwpp;
minleft = bbo'.: [O] [O] - 5.0;
ma",right = bbox[O][l] + 5.0;
minbot = bbox[l][O] - 5.('_;
maxtop = bbox[l][l] + 5.0;
minback = bbo:: [2] [O] - 5.('_;
ma-_fro|-,t = bbox[2][l] + 5.r_:
}
s e t v w p v ( )
{
set_view_referer, ce_point(_'>'O, 0.0, 0.0);
set_view_plar, e normal(i _'_.0, ('_.c,, -I.(]_i);
e t _v i e w_p 1a r,• _d i s ta r,c e (_')•0 ) ;
set_projectlon(PA_'ALLEL, 0.?_, r).?_, 1.0_) ;
set_view_up_3(_')-c_, 1.0, 0.0); •
set_wir, dow(O.O, l('p2_.(h, r).?), 767.0);
set_view depth< 0.('), I.('_)!
set window clipping(FALSE>;
set_viewport_-'.(O-c), I., 0..'_, .75, 0.('_, 1.);
}
int _insideobj(x, y, z_
float x, y, z;
{
if ((x < minleft_ ',', (i"_ > mm','right)}
return (0) ;
if (<'y < minbot> 'o',(y > ma':top>)
return(O) ;
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/* temp. C */
/* alias cscr tem */
/* f77 -f68881 -o f* '*.c -ifortd -icore -lsunwindow -lpixrect -Im */
/* width - 462(7 sin cycles), height - 325 */
e
/* Output is to 19-inches bit-mapped color display having */










































ix, nlx, ly, nly, iz, nlz;
bbox[3] [2] ;
planeq[MAXPOLY] [4] ;
vertices [MAXVERT] [3] ;






xlist [MAXVERT], ylist [MAXVERT], zlist [MAXVERT] ;





















struct suncore raster raster;



























ax0, ay0, ax, ay;
temp, vsin, vdsin, vnormal;
disopt, length - 0, visible();
angle - 0.785398163; /* 45 degree */
str[] - "Enter your choice (I-5) ?";
vx, vy, vz, x, y, z, ixr, nlx0, lyr, nly0, izr, nlz0;




printf("noise ? (1/0): ");
scanf("%d", &noise);
printf("autodraw ? (1/0): ");
scanf("%d", &autodraw);
printf("debug ? (I/0): ");




inquire_color_indices(&vwsurf, O, 255, cred, cgrn, cblu);
for (i - 1; i <- 255; i++) ( /* load color LUT */
bred[i] - (float) i *0.003921568;
bgrn(i] - (float) i *0.003921568;
bblu[i] - (float) i *0.003921568; */
bred[i] - (float) i *0.0033064207 + 0.15686272;
bgrn[i] - (float) i *0.0033064207 + 0.15686272;






define color_indices(&vwsurf, 0, 255, cred, cgrn, cblu);
set_text_index (255) ;
/.
* bred[0) - 60; bgrn[0] - 60_ bblu[0] - 60; bred[255) - 40_
* bgrn[255] - 40; bblu(255] - 40; define_color_indices (&vwsurf, 0,
* 255, bred, bgrn, bblu);
* ambient, diffuse, specular, flood,bump, hue, style





move_abs_2 (300., 700.) ;
text("Enter the desired display option");
move_abs_2(330., 650.);
text ("1) Still frame")
move_abs 2(330., 620.) ;
text("2) Rotate the viewer");
move abs 2(330., 590.);
text ("3) Rotate the object [default)") ;
move_abs 2(330., 560.)
text ("4) Rotate the light source")




set_echo_position(KEYBOARD, 1, 0.5, 0.47);
await keyboard(1000000000, 1, string, &length);
disopt - atoi (string);
close temporary_segment () ;
if (disopt -- 0)







case 1: /* Still Frame */
new frame() ;
getxyz(&ix, &ly, &iz, &vx, &vy, &vz);
set_light_direction (nlx, nly, -nlz) ;
setvwpo(vx, vy, vz);
if (debug) {
printf ("Still frame\n") ;
printf("view : %f, %f, %f\n", vx, vy, vz);
printf("light : %f,%f,%f\n", nlx, nly, nlz);
)
create_temporarysegment () ;
/* sets all the primitive attributes to their default values "/
set polygon_interior_style (SHADED) ;
if (!noise) (








ax0 - (1152 - width) / 2;
ay0 - (900 - height) / 2;
for (j - 0; j < height; j++) {
for (i - 0; i < width; i - i++) {
ax - ax0 + i;
ay - ay0 + j;
pixel[i] [j] - pr_get(screen, ax, ay) ;








for (j - 0; j < height; j++) (
for (i - 0; i < width; i - i++) {
temp - pixel[i] [j] ;
vsin - temp + (short) (amp *
sin (unit * (double) (i))) ;
vdsin - temp + (short) (amp *
sin((double) i * unit) *
sin((double) j * unit));
dvalue - ggnqf_(&dseed) ;
fvalue - *((float *) &dvalue) ;
vnormal - temp + (short) (amp * fvalue);
ax i ax0 + i;
ay i ay0 + j;
pr put(screen, ax + 576, ay, temp);
pr_put(soreen, ax, ay, vsin);
pr_.put(screen, ax, ay + 450, vdsin);
pr_put(screen, ax + 576, ay + 450, vnormal);
)
}
scanf("%d #, &i) ;
pr_close (screen) ;
free_raster (&raster) ;
}close_temporary segment () ;
do {
await_keyboard(O, i, string, &length);
)
while (length -- 0);
break;
case 2: /* rotate the viewer */
new frame () ;
getxyz(&ixr, &lyr, &izr, &vx, &vy, &vz);
set_light_direction(nlx, nly, -nlz) ;
if (debug) {
printf("light : %f, %f, %f\n", nlx, nly, nlz);
)
setvwpo(vx, vy, vz);











new frame () ;
if (debug) (
printf("view : %f,%f,%f\n", x, y, z);






theta - theta + angle;
cO - cos(theta);
sO - sln(theta) ;
x - vx * c0 + vz * sO;
y - vy;
z - -sO * vx + vz * c0;
setvwpo(x, y, z) ;
Ix - nlx * cO - nlz * sO;
ly - nly;
Iz - -sO * nlx - nlz * cO;
set_light_direction(Ix, ly, lz);
/*
• for (i - O; i'< nvert; i++) { templ - cO *
• vertices[i] [0] + sO * vertices[i] [2]; temp2 - -sO *
• vertlces[i] [0] + cO * vertices[i] [2];
• vertices[i] [0] - templ; vertices[i] [2] - temp2; }

*/
await_keyboard(3000000, i, string, &length);
)
while (length -- 0);
break;
case 3: /* rotate the object */
getxyz(&ixr, &lyr, &izr, &vx, &vy, &vz);
set_light_direction(nlx, nly, -nlz) ;
if (debug) {
















X m VX * C0 + VZ * sO;
y m vy;
z w -sO * vx + vz * cO;
setvwpo(x, y, z);
nlx - nlx0 * cc0 + nlz0 * cs0;
nly - nly0;
nlz - -cs0 * nlx0 + nlz0 * cc0;
/* set light_direction (nlx, nly, -nlz); */
if (debug) {
printf("light : %f,%f,%f\n", nlx, nly, nlz);
printf("view : %f,%f,%f\n", x, y, z);
!
createtemporarysegment();
set polygon interior style(SHADED);
drawobJ () ;
close temporary segment();
theta - theta + angle;
ctheta - ctheta + angle;
await keyboard(3000000, I, string, &length);
)
while (length -- 0);
break;
case 4: /* rotate the light source */
new_frame();
getxyz(&lxr, &lyr, &izr, &vx, &vy, &vz) ;
setvwpo(vx, vy, vz);
if (debug) {
printf("rotate the light source\n");
printf("view : %f, %f, %f\n", vx, vy, vz);
)






cO - cos (theta) ;
sO - sin(theta) ;
nlx - nlx0 * cO + nlz0 * sO;
nly - nly0;
nlz - -sO * nlx0 + nlz0 * cO;
if (debug) {
printf ("vertices [%d] : (%f,%f,%f) :
indxlist- %d\n", i, xlist[i], ylist[i], zlist[i],







theta - theta + angle;
await_keyboard(3000000, i, string, &length);
}
while (length -- 0);
break;
case 5 :













new frame () ;
setvwpv () ;
str[] = "Enter your choice (1-6) ?";
sir1(] - "Enter your choice (1-5) ?";




move abs 2(300., 700.);
text ("Enter the desired shading style");
move_abs_2(330., 650.);
text ("1) Wireframe display");
move_abs_2(330., 620.);
text ("2) Gray shading [default]");
move abs 2(330., 590.);
text("3) Gouraud") ;
move abs 2(330., 560.);
text ("4) Phong diffuse") ;
move_abs_2(330., 530.) ;
text ("5) Phong specular") ;
move_abs_2 (330., 500.) ;
text ("6) Quit") ;
move_abs 2(300., 480.);
text (str) ;
set_echo..position(KEYBOARD, 1, 0.5, 0.47);
await_keyboard(1000000000, 1, string, &length);
close_temporary_segment () ;
renderstyle - atoi(string) - 1;
/* default */
if (renderstyle -- -I)
renderstyle - 1;




new frame () ;
create_temporary_segment () ;
move_abs_2(300., 700.) ;
text ("Enter the desired shading color");
move_abs 2(330., 650.);
text("l) Gray [default]");
move abs 2(330., 620.);
text ("2) Red")
move_abs_2 (330., 590. ) ;
text ("3) Green") ;
move_.abs_2(330., 560.) ;
text ("4) Blue")
move_abs_2 (330., 530. ) ;
text ("5) Yellow") ;
move_abs 2(300., 480.)
text (strl) ;
set_echo_position (KEYBOARD, 1, 0.52,
await_keyboard(1000000000, 1, string,
move abs 2(30., 500.);
0.47) ;
&length) ;
text_"ambient (0.00) ,diffuse (1.00), specular (0), flood(0), bump (7} ?") ;
scanf("%f%f%f%f%f", &ambient, &diffuse, &specular, &flood, &bump);
close_temporary_segment () ;
renderhue - atoi(string) - 1;
if (renderhue -- -1)
renderhue - 01 /* default @@@@@ */
/* ambient, diffuse, specular, flood, bump, hue, style */
hue - renderhuel
if (ambient -- 0 && diffuse -- 0 && specular -- 0













set_shading_parameters(ambient, diffuse, specular, flood,
bump, hue, I) ;
break;
case 3 :











getxyz(Igtx, igty, igtz, vx, vy, vz)
float *igtx, *igty, *igtz, *vx, *vy, *vz;
{
strl[] - "x_ "1
str2[] - "y- ";
sir3[] - "z- ";
str4[] - "x- "1
str5|] - "y- "1












move abs 2(300., 700.);
text ("enter the light source position [default : 0.0, I.0, i.0]") ;
move_abs_2 (300., 680.) ;
text (strl) ;
set_echo_position(KEYBOARD, I, 0.31, 0.665);
await_keyboard(1000000000, i, string, &length) ;




move abs 2(300., 660.) ;
text (str2) ;
set_echo_position(KEYBOARD, I, 0.31, 0.645);
await_keyboard(1000000000, I, string, &length);






set_echo position(KEYBOARD, I, 0.31, 0.625);
await_keyboard(1000000000, i, string, &length);




/* default light direction */







text("enter the viewer position [default : -i000, 2200, 5000]");
move abs 2(300., 580.);
text (str4) ;
set_echo_position(KEyBOARD, I, 0.31, 0.565);
await_keyboard(1000000000, I, string, &length);
if (length -- 0)
*VX m 0;
else
*vx - atof (string) ;
move_abs_2 (300., 560.) ;
text (str5) ;
set_echoposition(KEYBOARD, 1, 0.31, 0.548);
await_keyboard(1000000000, 1, string, &length);




move_abs_2 (300., 540.) ;
text (str6) ;
set_echo_position(KEyBOARD, 1, 0.31, 0.527);
await_keyboard(1000000000, i, string, &length);




/* default view direction */












if (initialize_core(DYNAMICC, SYNCHRONOUS, THREED))
exit (1 ) ;





set echo(KEYBOARD, I, I);
set_echo_surface(KEYBOARD, i, &vwsurf);






















vtmp, vl, v2, v3;
limp, maxd, scale, offset[3];
x, y, z, x0, y0, z0, length;
FILE *fptr:
if ((fptr - fopen(filename, "r")) -- NULL) (
printf("Can't open file: %s\n", filename) ;
return (I) ;
)
fscanf(fptr, "%d%d", &nvert, &npoly);
if ((nvert > MAXVERT) II (npoly > MAXPOLY)) (
printf("Too many object vertices or polygons\n");
return (2) ;
}
fscanf(fptr, "%f%f%f%f%f%f", &bbox[0] [0], &bbox[0] [I], &bbox[l] [0],
&bbox[l] [I], &bbox[2) [0], &bbox[2] [I]);
maxd - 0.0;
for (i-0; i < 3; i++) {
offset[i] - (bbox[i] [0] + bbox[i] [i]) / 2.0;
bbox[i] [0] -- offset[i];
bbox[i] [i] -- offset[i];
if (bbox(i] [0] > bbox[i] [I]) {
ftmp - bbox[i] [0];
bbox[i] [0] - bbox[i] [I];
bbox[i] [I] - ftmp;
l
if (maxd < bbox[i] [I])
maxd - bbox[i] [i];
}
scale - i000.0 / maxd;
for (i - 0; i < 37 i++) (
bbox[i] [0] *- scale;
bbox[i] [i] *- scale;
l
for (i - 0; i < nvert; i++) [
fscanf(fptr, "%f%f%f", &vertices[i] [0], &vertices[i] [I],
&vertices [i] [2]) ;
vertices[i] [0] - (vertices[i] [0] - offset[0]) * scale;
vertices[i] [I] - (vertlces[i] [I] - offset[l]) * scale;
vertices[i] (2] - (vertices[i] [2] - offset [2]) * scale;
normal[i] [0] - 0.07
normal[i] [I] - 0.0;




for (i - 0; i < npoly; i++) |
fscanf(fptr, "%d", &npvert[i]);
if ((k + npvert[i]) • MAXPVERT_ {




for (J - 0; j < npvert(i]; j++) (
fscanf(fptr, "%hd", &vtmp);
pvert [k++] - vtmp - i;
)
planeq[i] [0] - planeq[i] [I] - planeq[i] [2] - planeq(i] [3] = 0.0;
vl - pvert[k - I];
v2 - pvert[k - 2];
v3 - pvert(k - 3];
for (j - O; J < 3; j++) |
planeq[i] [0] +- -vertices[vl] [1] *
(vertices[v2] [2] - vertices[v3] [2]);
planeq[i] [1] +- -vertices[vii [0] *
(vertices(v3] [2] - vertices[v2] [2]);
p!aneq[i] [2] +- -vertices[vl] [0] *
(vertices[v2] [1] - vertices[v3] [1]) ;
planeq[i] (3] +- -vertices[vl] [0] *
((vertices(v3] [1] * vertices[v2] [2]) -






/* The normal of this face points to the center of the object. */
/* if (planeq[i] [3] > 0.0)
for (j - O; j < 3; j++)
planeq[i] [J] - -planeq[i] [j] ; */
x - planeq[i] [0];
y - planeq[i] [1] ;
z - planeq[i] [2];
length - sqrt(x * x + y * y + z * z);
planeq(i] [0] /- length;
planeq[i] [I] /- length;
planeq[i] (2] /- length;
planeq[i] [3] /- length;
if (debug) |
printf("planeq[%d] : %f, %f, %f, %f\n", i, planeq[i] [0],
planeq[i] [i], planeq(i] [2], planeq(i] [3]);
)
for (j - I; j <- npvert[i]; j++) { /* accum normls */
vtmp - pvert [k - J] ;
normal[vtmp] [0] +- planeq[i] [0] ;
normal[vtmp] [I] +- planeq[i] [I];




for (i - O; i < nvert; i++) (
normal[i] [0] /- normalcount[i];
normal[i] [I] /- normalcount(i];
normal[i] [2] /- normalcount[i];
if (debug) |
printf("normal[%d] : %f, %f, %f\n", i, normal[i] [0],






float vx, vy, vz;
{
int i;
float diag, del, objdist, near;
set_view_reference_point(vx, vy, vz);
set_view_plane_normal (-vx, -vy, -vz) ;
set projection (PERSPECTIVE, 0., 0., 0.) ;
set_view_plane_distance (256.0) ;
if ((vx -- 0.0) && (vz -- 0.0))
set view_up_3(O.O, 0.0, vy);
else
set_view_up_3(O.O, 1.0, 0.0);
set_window(-80.O, 80.0, -80.0, 80.0);
diag- 0.0;
for (i - O; i < 3; i++) {
del - bbox[i] [i] - bbox[i] (0] ;
diag +- de1 * del;
}
diag - sqrt(diag) / 2.0;
objdist " sqrt(vx * vx + vy * vy + vz * vz);
near - (diag >- objdist) ? objdist / 2.0 : objdist - diag;
set_view depth(near, obJdist + diag);
/*
• set_window_clipping (FALSE); set_front plane_clipping (FALSE);
• set_back_plane_clipping (FALSE);
*/















x, y, z, x0, y0, z0, length;
ch;
cblu[O] " 0.6;
if (renderhue -- O) |
set_text_index (1) ;
define_color_indices(&vwsurf, O, 255, bred, bgrn, bblu);
} else (
set_text_index (1 ) ;
define_color_indices(&vwsurf, O, 255, cred, cgrn, cblu);
)
/* if (renderstyle && renderstyle < 3) */
for (i - O; i < npoly; i++) {
cpindex[i] -
(ambient + diffuse * (planeq[i] [0] * nlx + planeq[i] [i] *
nly + planeq[i] [2] * nlz)) * 254.;
/*
}
for (i - O; i < nvert; i++) {
cindex[i] -
(normal[i] [0] * nlx + normal[i] [I] * nly +
normal[i] [2] * nlz) * 254.;
if (cindex[i] < 4)
cindex[i] - 4;




/* inquire_inverse_composite_matrix (invxform) ; */
if (renderstyle -- 3)
set_zbuffer cut(&vwsurf, xcut, zcut, 2);
else
set_zbuffer_cut(&vwsurf, xcut, zcutO, 2); */
for (i- O; i < npoly; i++) {






float igtx, Igty, igtz;
/*
float xO, yO, zO, lengths
map ndc to_world 3(igtx, igty, lgtz, &nlx, &nly, &nlz);
map ndc_to_world_3(O_O_ O.Oj 0.0, &xO, &yO, &zO);
printf("Igtx - %f : nlx - %f\n", Igtx, nix - xO);
printf("lgty - %f : nly - %f\n", lgty, nly - yO);




igtx -- xO ;
igty -" yO ;
igtz -- zO;
length - sqrt(igtx * igtx + igty * Igty + igtz * igtz);
if (length !-0.0) {
nlx - Igtx / length;
nly- igty / length;













for (i - O; i < 4; i++)
c +- invxform[2][i] * pln[i];









printf("face : %d\n", p);
)
ptr -- pvertptr[p];
for (i - O; i < npvert[p]; i++) {
j - *ptr++;
xlist[i] - vertlces[j] [0];
ylist[i] - vertices[j] [I];
zlist [i] - vertices [j] [2] ;




para - 215.0 / 255.0;
if (debug) |
printf ("vertices [%d] : (%f,%f,%f) : indxlist - %d\n",
i, xlist[i], ylist[i], zlist[i], indxlist[i]);
)
) else |
dxlist[i] - normal[J] [0];
dylist[i] -normai[j][l]; /* Phong */
dzlist[i] - normal[j] [2];
}
/*
if (renderstyle < 2) {
j- (cpindex[p] > 0) ? cpindex[p] : I;
J- (J > 255) ? 255 : j;
j- (int) (para * (float) j) + 40; */
if (debug) |
printf("indxlist[%d] : %d\n", p, j);
}
if (renderhue) (






await_keyboard(0, l, string, &i);
)
while (i -- 0);
)







await_keyboard(0, i, string, &i) ;
)
while (i -- 0);
)
set_fill_index(j) ; /* gray colar */
}
} else if (renderstyle -- 2) {




set._vertex_normals (dxlist, dylist, dzlist, npvert [p] ) ;
) /* Phong */
if (renderstyle -- O)
polyline_abs_3 (xlist, ylist, zlist, npvert [p]) ; /* wireframe */
else







vlx, vby, vfz, vdx, vdy, vdz;
minleft, maxright, minbot, maxtop, minback, maxfront;
set_view_reference_point(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);
set_view_plane_normal (0.0, 0.0, -1.0) ;
set view_plane distanceC0.0) ;
set proJectionCPARALLEL, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
set_view_up_3(0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
set window(0.0, 1023.0, 0.0, 767.0);
set_view_depth (0.0, I. 0) ;
set_wlndow_cllpping (FALSE) ;





int i, j ;
static float x[4] - {
80., -80., -80., 80.
static float y[4] - {
80., 80., -80., -80.
);
static float z[4] - {
0., 0., 0., 0.
static int n - 4;
for (J - 0; j < 900; j++) {
for (i - 0; i < 1152; i - i++) {







APPENDIX D: C PROGRAMS FOR IMAGE PROCESSING USING
THE 3M VDL VISION SYSTEM
,'_ FROGRAM FT C - This program calculates the Fourier Transformatlon
of the input image.
*/

















if (ac!= Z) (
pr ntf("Usage: %s filename\n",av[0]) ;
przntf("This program calculates the FT
prlntf("image. The results are stored
prlnt f("files: \n") ;
przntf("re_filename - the real part
pr:ntf("im_filename - the imaginary
ex t(-l);
]
if (vdlinit(_ _ 0> (








printf("Due to the stack size limitation,
printf("processed is restricted to 64.64.





of the Input\n") ;
in the following\n");
of the FT\n");
part of the FT_n") ;
the si_e of the image to
\n\n");
upper left corner of picture
be\n");
• ,,);
/*perform FFT to each row*/














fwrz te(imbuf,4,SIZE, fp2) ;
)
se(fpl) ; fclose(fp2) ; [elose(fp5) ;
ntf. cmd,"/dOluser/flipreal [ttemp.re %d"
em(cmJ);



































unl ink('fttemp, re") ;
un! ink("fttemp, im") ;
















































































FLIPRBAL-This routine flips the input flcating



























SUBROUTI_E DOROTATE() -- HandIQ
dorotate(raster,temph,size)
rot&tions of the


























for (j=i÷l ; j(slze, j÷÷)
dt-buf2Ci]CJ_;
r&$ter tile
but2[ i_[_]_but2_ j _ [i] _
but2[_Ei]=d_,
for (i=O_ i(slze_ i+÷_
twrite(bufl[i],4,si=eo tpl_ ;










































PRCG_AM SPECTRUM.C - This program ta_ es
the FT C program and treats a data file
spectrum of the image_
















f lozt rd[SIZE],idtSIZE], fadCSIZE] ;
do,able dad_
; f (a_s=Z) {
pr_ntf("Usage:' %s fi'ename. \n",av[0]) ;
pr intf("filename-output data filename






































/* PROGRA:I CREATPIC.C - ThLs
image on the monito_
Wr_ttern _y Chris K, _u Jun,
*/






extern vdl term() ;
main(argc,argv,envp)
int argc;
char *argv[ ],*envp[] ;
{
int i, j, ti,tj,xs,ys;
long buf£SIZE];
FILE *fopen(_,*fp_


















































PROCRAH PATTERN.C - This program identify a 2-D geometry from
a ! ibrtry of geometries. The geometric properties, area,
perimeter, and maximum radius, of the viewed geometry are
measured and used to check against the library set














































object inside view area
the view window%n") ;
tO ");
( (c = getchar())
process (y/n) ? ") _
!= 'y' && c != 'Y' && ¢
at();
c == 'y ° :I
earn_sub();


















(int)v - (cy*$1Z) ;
ci_prpc,(COORD)0);
!= 'n' && c != 'N' )
view window\n");
,area);
_erJ = (int_ v;
print{("the perimeter of the
print f(" pi_els_n%n") ;
v = sci(pmnx,(COORD)O);
_y = (int)v/512;
mx = (int)v - my*St2;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) ÷
mr = (int) sqrt(distsq) ;
v = sci(pmny,(COORD)0);
my = (int)v1512;
mx = ¢int)v - my*512;
distsq = (c=-mx_*(cx-mx) ÷
temp = (int) sqrt(distsq) ;
if (temp ) mr) mr=temp;
v = eci_pmxx,(COORD)0);
my = (_nt)vlS1Z;
mx = (int)v - my'512;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) ÷
temp = (int) sqrt(distsq);
if (temp ) mr) mr=temp;
v = sci(pm=y,(COORD)0) ;
my = (int)v/St2;
mx = (int)v - my*St2;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) ÷
temp = (int) sqrt(distsq);
if (temp ) mr) mr=temp;




while ( (c = getchar()) != 'y'
I
getch&r() ;
if ( c == 'y' : : c == 'Y' )
gore start;
eIse










geometry (y/n)? ") ;




'n' && c != 'N' )
/* subroutine to learn the geometric properties of














key pad to move the ") ;
the threshold value%n") ;
to exit_n") ;
value "");
set to %d_n",threshold) ;
loop
printt("pllce the geometry inside the view window and%n"),
print f("input the given name of the viewed geometry_n"),






area arr[count] = (int) v;






cy = (int)v I 51Z;
cx = (int)v - (cy*51Z);
v = sci(prpc,(COORD)0);
peri_arr[count] = (int) v;
_rintf("the perimeter o( the viewed geometry
printf(" pixels_n_n") ;
v = sci (pmnx, (COORD)O) ;
my = (int)v1512;
mx = (int)v - my'512;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) + (cy-my)*(cy-my) ;
mr_._rr[count] = (int) sqrt(distsq);
v = sci(pmny,(COORD)0);
my = (int)v1512;
mx = (int)v - my'512;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) + (cy-my)*(cy-my);
temp = (int) sqrt(distxq);
if (temp ) mr_art[count]) mr_arr[count]=temp
v = sci(pmxx,(COORD)0);
my = (int)v151Z;
mx = (int)v - my*$tZ;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) + (cy-my)*(cy-my);
temp = (int) sqrt(distsq);
if (temp ) mr_art[count]) mr_arr[count]=temp
v = sci(pmxy,(COORD)0);
my • (int)v1512;
mx = (int)v - my'512;
distsq = (cx-mx)*(cx-mx) ÷ (¢y-my)*(cy-my);
temp = (int) sqrt(distsq);
if (temp ) mr_arr[count]) mr_arrEcount]=temp;
printf("the wax/mum radius of the viewed geometry
printf(" pixels_n%n");
printf("next geometry (yln)? ");
while ( (c = getchar()) != 'y' && c != 'Y' && c !=
getchar();















to save dat_ to file "pattern dat" *I
int i;
FILE *{open(),*fp;
fp = fopen("ldOlu_er/pattern.dat","w") ;
fprintf(fp,"%d\n",threshold) ;
fprint f(fp,"%d\n",count) ;






/* subroutine to read the geometric properties of the





{p = fopen("IdOluserlpattern.dat","r") ;
f_canf(fp,"%d",&threshold) ;
fscan{(fp,"%d",&count) ;





/* subroutine to identifv the viewed geometry against







"" for (i=l;i{count+l;i++) (
cdsq • (double)areal(double)area_arr[i];
¢d = sqrt(¢dsq);
err = 0.5 • fabe(pari-cd*peri arr[i])/(¢d*per|_arr[i]);
err = err ÷ 0.5 *
print f ("match the
printf(" %7.2f







viewed geometry to %m%n",name arr[i]);
percent in difference_n_n",err*tO0.);





rec namel = name acre i ]
else {
rec err2 m err;





rec errl = err;
rec namer = name_arrCi];
rec_flag • 1;
3
if ( rec_ilag != 0 ) {
printfC"\n\nthe geometry is recognized AS \n\n *** %s ***",rec_nAmet _,
printf(" with confidance of %5.1f percent\n_n",(l.-rec_errl)*lO0) ;
if ( rec_flag == Z )
print[(" *** %e *** with confidance of %5.1f percentXn\n",
rec_name2,(1.-rec_err2)*lO0);
else {
printf("can' t recognize the geometry. \n") ;
printf("want to store the geometry into library (y/n)? ");
while ( (c = getchar()) != 'y' && c != 'Y' g& c != 'n' && c != 'N' )
l
if ( c == 'y' : _ c == 'Y' ) {
cou_t ++;
printf("input the given name of the geometry\n");
scAnf ("%S" ,name_art[count])"
area arrEcount] = Area;
peri_arrCcount] = peri;




































/* set up the processing window */
/* acquire image */
/* convert into binary image */
/* binary edge */
/* specify the intensity range */
/* the rightmost pixel within the intensity range "/
/* the bottommost pixel "/
/* locate _he gravity center */
nt "the gravity center is located at\n "
nt "x - "
/* compute the orientation angle */
(a) Oi_ital picture
output from the 3M
system
(Black nexa_ox box

















Figure 2 Image space and the principal axes of area moment
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The objectives of this project have shifted from computer graphics and vision systems
to the broader scope of applying concepts of artificial intelligence to robotics.
Specifically, the research is directed toward developing artificial neural networks,
expert systems and Laser Imaging techniques for autonomous space robots.
The statement of work is
1. Develop a Computer Graphics laser range finder simulator
2. Use laser imaging simulator to study use of artificial neural
networks for antonomous robotic navigation.
Overview:
Primarily as a result of our contacts with Dr. Timothy Cleghom through this RICIS
project the emphasis of much of our robotics research has changed to research
directed toward artificial intelligence applications in robotics. We have become
interested in applications of CLIPS, NETS and Fuzzy Control.
A laser range finder simulator has been developed and used to study use of artificial
neural nets for robot navigation. CLIPS and NETS have worked their way into our
robotics courses and we are currently investigating an application of NETS in aero-
dynamics. During the past two years there have been 5 MS and 5 PhDs degrees
awarded to our students in robotics. Three MS and three PhD theses are directly
related to this project and are summarized in this report. Also a number of technical
papers and reports that have been written during the duration of this project are listed







ITI. Applicationof Laser Range Finder to Robotic Navigation
IV. Applications of Connectionist Networks
1. Path Planning and Obstacle Avoidance
2. Autonomous Robot Navigation
3. Redundant Manipulator Control
4. Insertion Task
5. Application of NETS in Aerodynamics
V. Preliminary Studies of Fuzzy Logic Control Applications in Robotics
VI. Technical Papers, Reports and Theses
I. Introduction
This report describes recent robotic activities in Mechanical Engineering at Rice that
have been stimulated by RICIS Research Activity AI.2. This work has been directed
toward developing artificial neural networks, expert systems and Laser Imaging
techniques for autonomous space robotics applications. A computer graphics laser
range finder simulator developed by Wu has been used by Weiland and Norwood to
study use of artificial neural networks for path planning and obstacle avoidance.
The support provided by NASA/JSC Software Technology Branch through RICIS has
been leveraged significantly through support of 5 graduate students by the U. S. Army
(Captains Norwood, Weiland, Schuster, Atkinson and Hanusa).
Theses research by Wu, Norwood, Weiland and Schuster is summarized below. An
application of NETS in the advanced robotics lab course is described and the potential
for NETS in aerodynamics is discussed. Our recent interest in fuzzy logic control for
redundant manipulators and mobile robot navigation is mentioned. Finally a listing of
recent technical papers, reports and theses is given.
II. Laser Imaging System Simulator
A computer graphics simulation was developed to permit emulation of laser range
scanners for use in our robotics research. Details of the simulation are contained in
the PhD thesis by Chris Wu (1990). A brief summary of his thesis is given in this
section.
The Laser Imaging Simulation Algorithm (LISA) provides simulated laser images
using the system parameters entered by the user. All parameters (such as hardware
specifications, output data size, and viewing parameters) are changeable to permit
emulation of the ERIM and Odetics laser scanners as well as future scanners. LISA
computes system characteristics such as signal-noise ratio, ambiguity interval and
viewing volume and then generates appropriate images.
Traditional computer graphics techniques that extract" Z-buffer data for distance
information would give an orthogonal view of the scene whereas a laser scanner
produces a radial measure. A straight line in the real world will appear curved in the
spherical world. Thus the simulation program emulates this radial measure by
emitting a ray corresponding to each rangel position. Each ray's intersection with the
image is calculated and returned as a proportion of the ambiguity interval.
Reflectance values are calculated in the simulation program based on the object's
orientation relative to the scanner, LISA generates artificial noise to simulate sources
of noise in real laser systems such as transmission noise, photon noise generated by
the photodetector, ambient noise, and noise in subsequent amplifiers.
After generating the range and reflectance data of a scene, the ambiguity interval
effect is obtained by dividing each range value by the ambiguity interval and storing
the remainder in the depth buffer. The depth and reflectance buffers are then
combined and saved to a file for further processing. The output data are arranged in
standard 16-bit format where the higher 8-bit stores the range data and the lower 8-bit
stores its corresponding reflectance value.
LISA has been used in robotics research by Wu, Norwood and Weiland. Their theses
arelistedat theendof this report.
III.Application of Laser Range Finder to Robotic Navigation
This section summarizes research conducted by Peter Weiland (1989) for his MS
thesis. The laser ranger finder simulator discussed above was used by Weiland to
study the application of laser range data to autonomous robotic navigation.
A scanning laser was chosen for the sensory task because of its ability to readily
determine the spatial relationship of objects in the scene. It is not hampered by
illumination or the correspondence problem of vision systems. It readily displays
distance measurements to each point in the scene. In the navigation system proposed
by Weiland a preprocessor is used to enhance the laser data. It first screens the laser
data for missing points caused by specular reflection. It then scans the image for the
existence of ambiguity intervals and noise. Missing points and noise are corrected by
using a 'donut filter'. Ambiguity interval problems are corrected by the addition of
one cycle to the range value. After preprocessing, the data are sent to the processor
for conversion.
Actual conversion to the Cartesian representation is done in the processor stage.
Knowing the geometric configuration of the laser scanner, data points axe converted to
an (x,y) plane. A corresponding elevation, z value, is entered into the (x,y) plane at
the appropriate position. The converted image requires additional procesing. There
are numerous missing data points caused by the varying data point density across the
image. It also has missing point regions caused by object occlusion. These missing
points must be filled in by the post processor before the image is usable by the
reasoning system.
Conversion enhancement is accomplished by the post processor. It fills in missing
points and frames the image. Shadow points are determined by finding the edges of
obstacles from the laser image. Edges are determined by range discontinuities.
Missing points caused by data density problems are filled in using the locus
algorithm.
Weiland's research produced a perception process that effectively represents
simulated laser data in a form that permits cognition. This process is the conversion
of laser data into a top down, Cartesian elevation map of the sensed environment.
System applicability was demonstrated by navigating through the artificial robot
world using simulated laser data and the connectionist network navigation system
developed by Norwood and described below.
IV. Applications of Connectionist Networks
Some applications of connectionist networks for robotic path planning, autonomous
robot navigation, redundant manipulator control, autonomous insertion task and in
aerodynamics are described in this section.
IV -1. Path Planning and Obstacle Avoidance
This subsection summarizes the MS Thesis research of Chris Schuster (1990).
Automated path planning and obstacle avoidance have been the subject of intensive
research in recent times. Many efforts in the field of semiautonomous mobile-robotic
navigation involve using Artificial Intelligence search algorithms on a structured
environmentto achieveeither good or optimal paths. Other approaches,suchas
incorporatingArtificial NeuralNetworks,havealsobeenexplored. By implementing
a hybrid systemusingthe parallelprocessingfeaturesof connectionistnetworksand
simplelocalizedsearchtechniques,goodpathscanbegeneratedusingonly low-level
environmentalsensorydata. This systemcan negotiatestructuredtwo- and three-
dimensionalgrid environmentsfrom a start position to a goal, while avoiding all
obstacles. Major advantagesof this methodare that solution pathsare good in a
global senseand path planningcan be accomplishedin real time if the systemis
implementedin customizedparallel-processinghardware.
The electronichybrid network systemdevelopedby Schusterrepresentsan original
methodfor constrainedsemi-autonomousrobotic navigationcontrol. It takessimple
binary environmentalinput, alongwith a start and goal location,and processesthe
datathrougha connectionistnetworkwhichprovidesa nodal 'voltagepotential' look-
up table. The voltagepotentialsareanalyzedby a second network which determines
the move direction based on an examination of the neighborhood around a given
current node (beginning with the start position). Finally, the system presents a
solution path based on a set of locally optimal steps.
This system exhibits some distinct advantages over the traditional approaches. Due to
the parallel architecture of the connectionist network, the system can be expected to
be much faster (and possibly more damage resistant) than Artificial Intelligence
search algorithms. This navigation system also has the flexibility to account for both
moving obstacles and a moving goal. This is accomplished by simply applying new
inputs to the connectionist network and reevaluating the path problem. Also,
assuming the hybrid network system is implemented in hardware, it does not require a
dedicated CPU/microcomputer to make it work and could conceivably be built right
into the sensory system and servomotors of a robot.
An example of a near term use for an expanded 'Maze Machine'-type navigation
system is the control of a robotic delivery vehicle in a large factory. The
environment/floorplan would be fairly stable, however local sensors in the factory
could easily update the 'maze' database on board the robot through radio
communications. A human or central computer would assign the robot a task,
probably also by radio link. An example task could be to "take pallet #196 from point
A to point B". The navigation system on board the vehicle would then plan the path
from the current location to point A (the pick up point for the pallet) and then plan a
second path from A to B (the pallet drop off point). Other routines on board would
handle the pallet upload/download procedure, emergency stop procedures, etc.
There arc disadvantages as well. First, the traditional AI procedure, regardless of
whether they find an optimal path or just feasible paths, are proven methods that can
be implemented relatively cheaply on microcomputers. The network system
presented here can not be implemented on microcomputers while keeping its parallel
architecture, however the sequential simulation AMAZ3D can be a valuable
alternative method, especially in feasibility tests to determine if a custom VLSI
network setup is warranted for a particular application. Since the AI approaches are
software based, they can be modified much more easily to represent different type/size
systems and environments. Also, because they are tried and proven procedures,
software is readily available for their implementation.
In summary, this electronic hybrid connectionist network system solves path
planning/obstacle avoidance problems for a grid-structured, two-- or three-
dimensionalenvironment.This navigationsystemprovidesgood(oftenoptimal) path
solutionsbasedona collectionof locallyoptimal steps/movesfound usingtheoutput
of the sensoryanalysisconnectionistnetwork. It operatesusing only low-level
(binary)descriptionsof theenvironmentwhichcanbeprovidedby avarietyof current
and experimentalsensorysystems.The navigationmachinewould best be usedin
combinationwith acomputerandglobalsensoryinput systems.Possibleapplications
of thishybrid networksystemspanfrom thehometo industryto outerspace.
IV -2. AutonomousRobotNavigation
This subsectionis from theMS thesisof JohnNorwood(1989)andthePh.Dthesisof
PeterWeiland (1991). This researchrelatesto that of Weiland that wasdiscussed
earlier.
Robotic path planningand obstacleavoidancehave beenthe subjectsof intensive
researchin recentyears. Most solutionsto theseproblemshavebeenreachedthrough
the use of traditional Artificial Intelligence search techniques.However, these
methodshave proven inadequatewhen appliedto highly unstructuredor unknown
environments.By usinganArtificial NeuralNetwork,onecanget nearoptimal paths
using only low level information about the scene. In this way, it is possibleto
navigatefrom a startposition to a goalpositionwhile avoidingall obstacles.Major
advantagesof themethoddevelopedby Norwoodarethatthesolutionis very fast and
does not rely on any a priori knowledge of the robot's environment. The system was
shown to be very effective for path generation when used in conjunction with the
simulated Laser Imaging System.
Norwood's connectionist network model consists of a collection of individual nodes
each having N-1 inputs and two outputs. The first of these outputs is a transient
output and connects only to the inputs of the other nodes in the network. The second
output is the one of primary interests in the navigation problem. This output is an
artificial potential that is induced on a given node by both the goal node and the
obstacle nodes in the network, the former having a high positive potential and the
latter having a smaller negative potential. Once inputs, representing the robot's
environment, are applied to the network, the output potentials emerge as the transient
outputs are propagated through the network. Navigation is then a matter of local
processing in the neighborhood of the robot until such time as the current node is
equivalent to the goal node.
This navigation scheme has been shown to be well suited to simulated unstructured
environments where precise information about the terrain and obstacles therein is not
generally available. This characteristic of the network is developed from the low-
level representation of the environment on which the network operates. The network
model can be applied wherever a top-down view can be easily generated from the data
provided by the Laser Imaging System Algorithm (LISA).
The navigation network is a general method. It has the flexibility to account for both
a moving goal and moving obstacles. This is done simply in hardware by applying
new inputs to the network. In software, one need only set a variable which is checked
at certain intervals to allow the looping structure to change. In this way, the new
environment can be evaluated, and the potentials changed to generate an appropriate
new path. Additionally, the network should generalize rather easily to a higher
dimension to allow one to generate obstacle free paths in a robot workspace.
Robotic navigationhasbeenan areaof intenseresearchsincethe onsetof mobile
robotdevelopment.The usefulnessof mobile robotsultimatelyresidein their ability
to moveandinteractwith theenvironment.Currentapproachesto robotic navigation
are primarily basedon simulating intelligent, human-like behavior through the
intelligentsystemmodelprocessingcycle; sense,perceive,reason,act. Unlike these
methods,Weiland's PhD thesis (1991) presentsa navigation system basedon
biological and behavioralprincipleswhich function in a stimulus-responsemanner.
Using connectionistarchitectures,a relationshipbetweenstimulusand responseis
acquiredthroughthe learningof conceptualinformationpertainingto navigation. In
this research,the mammalianvisual systemprovidesa guide for the processingof
environmentalstimulus.Simulatedlaserrangedataareprocessedin retinalpatchsize
elementsby a cellular neuralnetwork. This network is designedto detectobstacle
existencefor eachpathsegmentbasedon an invariantfeatureof rangediscontinuity.
Obstacleinformationis thenmappedin binaryformat, indicatingthetraversablestate
of thepatch,to thesystem'svisualcortex. Responseto thismappingis derivedfrom
a hierarchicalstructureof back error propagationneural networksin which each
network has learneda particularnavigationalbehavior;,obstacleavoidance,wander,
and goal seeking.Outputsfrom thesenetworksindicateappropriatemotor response
for theenvironmentalstimulus.
A simulation was develolped to evaluate the performance of this system by having a
simulated robot traverse an environment. The connectionist approach was verified
through system display of human-like navigational behavior for the simulation's
environmenL Advantages of the neural network approach were also demonstrated by
its processing speed and adaptability. Procedures are discussed for actual system
implementation in which cycle times of under one second are completely feasible.
Proposals for unsupervised learning of navigational responses for environmental
stimulus are also made. Weiland's research provides a foundation for our continuing
study of the connectionist approach to the problem of autonomous robot navigation.
IV -3. Redundant Manipulator Control
Norwood's PhD thesis (1990) is concerned with the application of Artificial Neural
Networks to the problem of controlling a redundant manipulator.
Redudancy in robots is very much an open research area in the field of robotics. As
the tasks required of robots become more and more complex, the ability of robots to
perform satisfactorily in these applications must increase accordingly. Redundant
manipulators have a greater ability to perform difficult tasks, such as obstacle
avoidance, than non-redundant ones. In order to make use of this extra ability of
redundant robots, more effective control schemes must continue to be developed and
to this end, more and more researchers are looking to expand the body of knowledge
in this area. Norwood's thesis addresses the problem of moving a redundant robot
within a defined workspaee in the presence of obstacles. Additionally, criteria are
developed that may be applied to the robot to constrain the redundant equations.
Finally, a neural network solution to the redundant inverse kinematic problem is
presented. It is shown that the inverse kinematics can be developed through a network
architecture which provides accurate and fast solutions to a problem that is
computationally and structurally complex.
IV -4. Insertion Task
The insertion task, described here, was performed by students in our Advanced
RoboticsLaboratorycourselast semester.It illustrateshow resultsof our research
effortsarebeing transferredto theclassroom. Two-dimensionalgeometricalobjects
consistingof a triangle,a rectangleanda circle arepositionedat randomlocationsin
the workspaceof our RTX robot. The objective is to havetherobotic systemlocate
the object specifiedby a voice command,retrieve the object and insert it into the
appropriatereceptacle.
This exerciseinvolves useof the TI SpeechSystem,the 3M VDL Vision System,
NETS anda JR3force/torquesensor.The perimeter and area data from the digitized
images is sent to the artificial neural network that classifies the objects. A small
circular rod located at the center of the area of the object to be retrieved, is grasped by
the two parallel jaws of the gripper and force control is used during actual insertion.
Currently this task is being extended to the use of our three fingered hand for grasping
the objects by their edges rather than using the rod at the C. G. Then insertion will be
attempted using finger control instead of arm motion only. This work is part of the
current thesis research by Paul Hanusa and Joe Grisham.
IV -5. Application of NETS in Aerodynamics
Presently wind tunnel experiments and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
numerical modeling are the tools used by researchers and designers for understanding
fluid flow phenomena and exploring various aerodynamic designs. For example, in
order to predict the pressure distribution across an airfoil, one can use experimental
data or obtain numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations that depend on
Mach number, Reynolds number, and angle of attack.
We believe that Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have potential applications in
aerodynamics to complement and extend the traditional tools. As an example of such
an application, four sets of experimental data for chordwise coefficient of pressure
(Cp) distribution on the NACA 0012 airfoil were used to train a backpropagation
network using NETS with Mach number as input and Cp at 38 points on the airfoil as
output. The network was then tested at 5 other Mach numbers for which data were
available with excellent agreement between the network output and the experiments.
This work is being done in collaboration with Dr. Andrew Meade, a member of our
faculty who works with CFD research at Rice and had a NASA Faculty Fellowship at
NASA Langley during the summer of 1991.
V. Preliminary Studies of Fuzzy Logic Control Applications in Robotics
After discussions with Mr. Bob Lea and Dr. Jani of the Software Technology Branch
as NASA/JSC we have been convinced that there are opportunities for applying fuzzy
logic control in robotics. William Atkinson and Kevin Magee are two graduate
students in our program who are currently investigating ways to apply both artificial
neural nets and fuzzy control to redundant manipulators. Sarmad Adnan, a PhD
candidate, with the help of Alex Stewart, an undergraduate, is working toward
developing a camera tracking system that can have applications for use with fuzzy
control of a mobile robot.
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ComputerGraphics Testbed to Simulate and
Test Vision Systemsfor Space Applications
by
J. B. Cheatham
The major objective of this research activity has shifted from
computer graphics and vision systems to the broader scope of applying
concepts of artificial intelligence to robotics. Specificially, the
research is directed toward developing Artificial Neural Networks,
Expert Systems and Laser Imaging Techniques for AutonomousSpace Robots.
This activity is being conducted by Wu, Chen, Norwood, Weiland,
Schuster and Atkinson, who are Mechanical Engineering graduate students
at Rice, and it is directed by Professor John Cheatham. Major
accomplishments have been reported in technical papers and two M.S. and
one Ph.D. thesis. A computer graphics simulator for laser imaging
systems has been developed by Chris Wuas part of his Ph.D. research.
This simulator has been utilized in research by Peter Weiland to provide
a top-down mapof the environment from laser range data. John Norwood
has applied potential theory for obstacle avoidance and developed a
network for path planning using the representation of the environment
provided by Weiland's research.
Weiland and Norwood are extending their research while working
toward Ph.D. degrees. This effort is now being directed toward direct
interpretation of laser imaging data using an Artificial Neural Network
and extension of the robot navigation to three dimensions. Work is also
aimed at using an Artificial Neural Network for control of a 7dof
redundant manipulator with three 3dof fingers. It is hoped that this
research will be of some assistance to the NASA robotic activities
related to the Space Station and to exploration of the moon and Mars.
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